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We Will Not Forget . . .



Producer’s Letter
Welcome to South Plains Leatherfest 2023 and our new home at the Hilton, Richardson. Last March, when
Master Jim, slave marsha and Sir Cougar presented me with the South Plains Leatherfest Producer
backpatch, I felt the weight of responsibility in carrying on their work. They have given so much to our
community, and none of us would be here today without their dedication and commitment to South Plains
Leatherfest and the International Master slave Contest System. I accepted this enormous task gratefully, and
I will begin this welcome letter by again expressing my gratitude to them for all they have done for us. As
somebody who has called South Plains Leatherfest home for decades and a Titleholder as International
slave 2016/2021, my heart has been devoted to SPLF and IMs for a long time. I now bring my strong work
ethic and commitment to my feelings of devotion, and I will be sure that SPLF and IMs continue to thrive.

When I accepted the backpatch from Master Jim’s hands last March and held the mic in my hand, I looked
out at the audience sitting quietly waiting to hear what I would say. I took a deep breath and just as this letter
is written, I spoke from both my mind and my heart.

I knew the enormity of the task I was accepting from being a Producer in the Leather Community for many
years. I knew the work. In that moment, I deeply felt the level of responsibility in leadership, and this is the
weight I have continued to feel in the last year. I told the audience that day to speak to me, to work with me,
and if you see something you don’t like, call me in - not out.

I told them that I was not perfect and I would make mistakes and when I do, I would listen, I would be
accountable, and I would apologize. I asked them to trust in me, knowing my decades of experience and my
loyalty to my leather community. I asked them to work with me to build, not burn. I am thankful to all of you,
my community, for telling me your stories, your wants, your needs, and thoughts. Thank you for supporting
me, teasing me, laughing with me and showing up each and every time I asked for help.

I don’t have sufficient words to express what it means to me to be in leather community with all of you. I am
a builder. I am inspired and fulfilled by rolling up my sleeves, taking the hand of the person next to me, and
creating space for our community. I believe strongly that ALL people in our community must have a seat at
the table. My efforts in this last year have been toward that belief with a focus on diversity, equity, and
accessibility at SPLF. I am so incredibly excited to finally be here with all of you, after a year of sharing my
visions and doing the work to bring them to life. To my beloved Leather Community, here it is, SPLF 2023. I
welcome you home. Let’s enjoy this fantastic party!

Come dance with the west wind and touch on the mountain tops
Sail over the canyons and up to the stars

And reach for the heavens and hope for the future
And all that we can be and not just what we are

John Denver

Owner, Producer
South Plains Leatherfest
International Master slave Contest
International Person of Leather Contest
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2023 Covid Policy
The South Plains Leatherfest Ownership and Staff along with Hotel Management and Staff will take
the following measures to keep our South Plains Family as safe and healthy as possible.
Frequent cleaning and sanitizing of common areas, classrooms, table surfaces, door handles,
elevators etc. will be done. Hand Sanitizer will be easily accessible.
We encourage attendees to take the following actions to keep themselves and others as safe as
possible by following recommended CDC prevention actions:

● Basic hygiene and health practices such as frequent hand washing
● Staying up to date with vaccines
● Stay home if you have suspected or confirmed Covid-19
● Avoid individuals who have suspected or confirmed Covid-19
● Social distancing when possible

The voluntary use of masks as prevention against Covid-19 and other respiratory infections, as well
as testing prior to the event is also encouraged.
Attendees who volunteer to show their proof of vaccination will be issued a sticker for their badge.
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Keynote Speaker

Mrs. Mollena Lee Williams-Haas
Mrs. Mollena Lee Williams-Haas is a multi-hyphenate mashup of award-winning multidisciplinary
writer-performer, International BDSM/Alternative-Lifestyle Educator and Titleholder,
screenwriter/librettist/playwright, Consensual Slave/Muse, Sobriety advocate, Storyteller, Kink Doula
and Podcaster. Actively involved in BDSM since 1995 and with a professional career as a performer
since the age of 6, she has decades of seemingly divergent interests and lives that have converged
gorgeously to her current incarnation. She is in service and married to renowned composer Georg
Friedrich Haas. Try to keep up with her adventures on her podcast, All That And Mo. Follow her
on TikTok, Instagram, Twitter and peruse years of her pontifications on ThePervertedNegress.com.
You can actively support her work by becoming a sponsor on Patreon!
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Emcees

Opening Ceremonies & Hot Seat Café Emcee: Tomo!
Tomo (she/they) is a queer butch leatherdyke who found the leather community during a sunset
motorcycle ride with her wife Mel decades ago. She has presented classes, produced events, served
as a judge, keynote speaker, auctioneer and emcee at leather events since. Tomo has been served
by her Majordomo levi for over 15 years.

Tomo is Owner and Producer of South Plains Leatherfest and the International Master slave Contest.
She served as Northwest slave 2015 and International slave 2016/2021. She was a Producer of
Northwest Leather Celebration, the Northwest Master slave, Northwest Bootblack, and Northwest
Person of Leather Contests. She was also a Producer of International Ms Leather and International
Ms Bootblack for seven years. She co-produces the Ms Sacramento Leather Contest and is a
founding member of the D.U.C.

Tomo is the Director of MAsT: Sacramento, is a member and serves as Webmaster for Queer Leather
Association Sacramento, has served as the West Coast Curator for the Leather Quilt Project, and is a
member of MAsT: San Francisco and The Exiles. She was awarded the 2013 Pantheon of Leather
President's Award, the 2018 Master slave Conference slave Heart Award, and the 2020 Vice
President’s Award from the National Leather Association.

Debauchery Emcees: Sir DaddyDaun and slavegirl j
International Master and slave 2017/2021, Sir DaddyDaun and slavegirl j, your favorite trucking M/s
Team will bring years of stage experience and sexy to Debauchery as our Emcee's this year!
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IMs Contest and Brunch Emcee: Neko
Neko is a kinky leather man who started his journey in 1996. His travels and learning began as a
collared slave. His Mistress felt he was on the wrong end of the flogger, so she trained him as a
Dominant and taught him Leather history, traditions, and ideals. He is the head of his leather house,
the House of Blood and Ice, which follows the Code of Bushido. Currently, he owns two slaves,
koneko, who has been with him since 2002 in a 24/7 relationship and since 2015, slave raven.
Neko loves dishing out and teaching about his own variety of sadism, living and educating others
about the connectivity of a Master/slave relationship, as well as being an active member of the
community. Besides presenting, he’s led groups such as DFW Bound & the Bound Rose Society,
co-chaired NLA-Dallas, was staff at the Dallas dungeon Sanctuary, Lead Security for Beyond Vanilla,
and was a Co-producer of Great Plains Olympus Leather & Texas Leather Productions. Nowadays,
he is a co-owner of the Mentors Program in Austin & Dallas, the director of MAsT: Dallas, and a
regular on a panel teaching graduate students in counseling about BDSM and power & authority
exchange relationships.
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Special Events
What began as a phone call with Master Daddy Zulu has grown into a passionate collaboration
between South Plains Leatherfest and the Leather Solidarity Collective (LeatherSolidarity.com).

The Leather Solidarity Collective
The Leather Solidarity Collective at South Plains Leatherfest is a
dedicated educational, social, and play sessions to feature programming
and events focused on the lived experiences of the Leather and Kink
BIPOC Community.
Planned LSC @ SPLF Programming to include:

● LSC | TOGETHER! | Social for BIPOC and Allies
● LSC | EDU! | Track | five 90-minute BIPOC-led Educational

Sessions on Friday
● LSC | PLAY! | Dungeon Space for BIPOC and Allies on Friday and Saturday night
● LSC | SERVICE! | BIPOC panel on Sunday

________________________________________

LSC Legends Breakfast
A fundraiser for LSC's UPRISE! 2023 Conference
Join The Leather Solidarity Collective for an intimate breakfast with a few of our Community's
Legends, who have been instrumental in building the foundations we stand on today.
Sit, break bread and share conversation at this truly unique event with Master Taino, Judy
Tallwing-McCarthey, Sir Guy, Lady D, Mama Vi Johnson.

Saturday, 9:00 AM - 10:30 AM
Location: 1516
Ticket required.

slave Circle with Mama Vi
South Plains Leatherfest is pleased to welcome Mama Vi to SPLF 2023!
This is a time for slaves to talk to each other with no Dominant ears
around.

Join Mama Vi in the circle.

Saturday, 4:00 pm – 5:00 pm
Location: The Big Room
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Special Events
Carter Johnson Library
South Plains Leatherfest is thrilled to welcome the Crossroads
Annex of the Carter Johnson Library & Collection to SPLF 2023!

The Carter/Johnson Library & Collection is a collective history of
various communities who have chosen to live and love
differently. As the only library of its kind, it is our mission to
create an interactive relationship with the stories from the past
and the present and link them to future generations. The Library
Collection includes thousands of leather, fetish, S/m, kink and

alternate sexuality books, magazines, posters, art, newspapers, ephemera and memorabilia dating
back to the 1700’s. The Carter Johnson Library is designed to put people in touch with their history
by allowing them to hold it, read it, smell it, and know it.

● Friday, 8:30 AM - 6:00 PM
● Saturday, 8:30 AM - 6:30 PM
● Sunday, 8:30 AM - 12:00 PM

Location: The Big Room

Thursday Night
Opening Ceremonies

Join us for the South Plains Leatherfest Opening
Ceremonies. Hear about the exciting things ahead
of you, meet the IM/s Contest Contestants &
Judges, mix & mingle, say hello to old friends, and
meet new ones. It’s a great way to get your South
Plains weekend started.
Thursday, 7:00 PM - 8:30 PM
Location: Texas Ballroom

International Master/slave Contest
South Plains Leatherfest is the home of the International Master/slave Contest.
During the day on Saturday, watch the contestants in the interview and presentation
categories. Then Saturday evening, don’t miss the contest finale where you’ll find out
who will be the new International Master/slave titleholders!

● Interviews: Saturday, 9:00 AM - 12:15 PM in the Mockingbird Room
● Presentations: Saturday, 2:30 PM - 5:45 PM in the Mockingbird Room
● Contest: Saturday, 8:00 PM - 10:30 PM in the Texas Ballroom

(Doors open at 7:30 PM)
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Special Events

"Welcome to SPLF 2023"
Hospitality Party

hosted by NLA Dallas
NLA Dallas has been the host of our SPLF Welcome Party on
Thursday night for many years! Please join NLA Dallas again this
year as they open the Hospitality Suite with the SPLF Welcome
Party! Catch up with old friends, meet new ones and enjoy the
view with our friends from NLA Dallas!
Thursday, 9:00 PM - 10:30 PM
Location: Hospitality Suite, 17th Floor

The Jumpoff with DJ “Daddy” Zulu!
SPLF kicks off with a dance party featuring DJ “Daddy” Zulu, Thursday
9:00 pm - 11:00 pm! Join us as he takes us on a journey of dance
classics heard at Leather Bars throughout the past few decades. Shake
your tail feathers and start this celebration off right!
Thursday, 9:00 PM - 11:00 PM
Location: Texas Ballroom

Debauchery Dinner and Show
Introducing Debauchery – Dinner and Show on Friday evening! If you
like dressing up, come in your best. If you don’t, wear whatever you are
comfortable in. We’ll begin the evening with a fabulous meal and
entertainment. After dinner, we’ll serve up more than dessert. Grab a
drink and sit back for a hot sexy show with drag, burlesque, and plenty
to make you squirm in your seat. We’ll warm you up for the Play Party!
Friday, 7:00 PM - 9:30 PM
(Dinner 7:00 PM, Show 8:00 PM)
Location: Texas Ballroom
All welcome regardless of meal purchase.
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Special Events

The Hot Seat Café
Share a meal with your SPLF friends and family on Saturday
afternoon while watching Tomo interview our keynote speaker,
Mollena Williams-Haas. Half serious and half a roast, we
promise to dish the dirt as Mollena takes the Hot Seat!  The
question is: will Tomo roast Mollena or will Mollena roast Tomo?
Saturday, 12:30 PM - 2:00 PM (Doors open at 12:15 PM)
Location: Texas Ballroom
All welcome regardless of meal purchase.

Sunday Keynote Brunch
Begin your wind-down on Sunday morning by joining us for a
lovely brunch followed by a Keynote Speech given by the one
and only Mollena Williams-Haas! Come for the inspiration, come
to enjoy a meal with your people or come for the coffee – but
don’t miss this opportunity to be together before we start
thinking about heading home with memories of our amazing
weekend.
Sunday, 10:00 AM - 12:00 PM (Doors open at 9:45 AM)
Location: Texas Ballroom
All welcome regardless of meal purchase.

South Plains Coffee House
"The Staff” is honored to offer a complimentary coffee and pastry bar
open to all the South Plains’ family in the Hospitality Suite
each morning. A selection of regular and decaffeinated coffees, tea and
hot cocoa with condiments as well as a variety of pastries and small
breakfast snacks will be available. The Coffee House is being donated by
“The Staff “as a service to the greater community during South Plains
Leatherfest.  Gratuities will be gratefully accepted.

● Friday, 6:30 AM - 9:00 AM
● Saturday, 6:30 AM - 9:00 AM
● Sunday, 7:30 AM - 9:00 AM

Location: Hospitality Suite, 17th Floor
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Special Events
Cigar Socials

Join us in the Cigar Lounge with your favorite cigar and a drink from the
bar for Cigar Socials Friday and Saturday evenings hosted by the
Underground Cigar Social and LHC Austin.

● Friday, 9:30 PM - 11:30 PM
● Saturday, 5:30 PM - 8:00 PM

Location: Cigar Lounge

South Plains Living Room
What do you come to Leather Events for? Community, friendship, hot
hookups – to see your people! The South Plains Living Room is open all
weekend to meet people, spend time with your friends, sit back and watch
the leather go by, and gaze at the leather folx.

● Thursday, 12:00 PM - 12:00 AM
● Friday, 8:00 AM - 2:00 AM
● Saturday, 8:00 AM - 2:00 AM
● Sunday 8:00 AM - 6:00 PM
Location: Bar Area

Bootblack Party!
Join the SPLF Bootblacks for a great time at the Outdoor
Lounge Sunday afternoon!
Can you even imagine the shenanigans?

Sunday, 3:00 PM - 4:30 PM
Location: Outdoor Lounge

Artist, Author, Activist Table
Visit the artists, authors, and activists here at South
Plains! See what they offer and learn about their passions!

● Thursday, 6:00 PM - 10:00 PM
● Friday, 10:00 AM - 6:00 PM
● Saturday, 10:00 AM - 6:00 PM
● Sunday, 10:00 AM - 2:00 PM
Location: Hotel Lobby
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Special Events

MAsT-International Annual General Meeting (AGM)
South Plains welcomes MAsT-International’s General Membership Meeting. You don’t have to be a
member of MAsT to attend. Everyone is invited.
Thursday, 2:00 PM - 4:00 PM
Location: Longhorn 1 and 2

Bootblacks
Join Briar and Moxie, our Bootblack Coordinators Extraordinare along with
Bootblacks from each region of the country and get your shine on! South
Plains Leatherfest will once again host the bootblack lounge featuring our
fun, rowdy and sexy bootblacks! Take a load off, chat, and cruise all while
your leathers are shown some love. Boots, chaps, jackets, and gloves - just
about anything leather will be cleaned, conditioned and shined. So, come
on by and celebrate the leather tradition of bootblacking and remember...
always tip your bootblack.

● Thursday, 12:00 PM - 5:00 PM
● Friday, 10:00 AM - 4:00 PM
● Saturday, 10:00 AM - 4:00 PM
● Sunday, 10:00 AM - 12:00 PM

Location: Hotel Lobby

Barbershop
Meet Tracy, the SPLF BARBER, an old school barber who started barbering in
South Carolina in 1987 as a result of a barber/barbershop fetish. Tracy moved to
Atlanta in 2008 and works at American Haircuts Barber Shop. Single!!!
Get a high and tight, sharp fade or whatever you like at the SPLF BARBERSHOP.
How hot is that!!?? Located with the Bootblacks, you can get a shave and have
your boots shined at the same time! A portion of the proceeds at the SPLF
BARBERSHOP will be donated to the Titleholder Travel Fund.
Schedule:

● Thursday, 12:00 PM - 5:00 PM
● Friday, 10:00 AM - 4:00 PM
● Saturday, 10:00 AM - 4:00 PM
● Sunday, 10:00 AM - 12:00 PM

Location: Hotel Lobby
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Play Spaces

Thank you, Team Dungeon!
Play Parties are a highlight of the South Plains weekend, so
make your plans – and play dates – now! All parties require
the purchase of an add-on weekend play party ticket. Parties
are inclusive of trans, cis, genderfluid, non-binary attendees
and are focused on where people, based on their own
self-identification, feel most comfortable in that space.

Play Parties
❖ Edge:

Location: Longhorn Ballroom
Open party for all. Everyone is
welcome!

❖ Kaleidoscope hosted by LSC:
Location: Room 309 (3rd floor)
Dedicated space for BIPOC-
identifying individuals and their allies.

❖ Impact:
Location: Bluebonnet (2nd floor)
This party is a dedicated space for
our queer, transgender, nonbinary,
gender fluid, genderqueer, agender
attendees (as well as other gender
anarchists) and their invited play
partners.

❖ Trade:
Location: Room 318 (3rd floor)
This party is a dedicated space for
people who are most comfortable in
a space that centers men.

❖ Crave:
Location: Mockingbird (2nd floor)
This party is a dedicated space for
people who are most comfortable in
a space that centers women.
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The IM/s Titleholder Family

2022: Beast and echo

2021: Master David and slave
Brynn, Mister Blue and Mrs. BlueFrost, Sir
DaddyDaun and slavegirl j, Ms Rhonda and
Tomo, Master Michael and slave angie,
slave Jonathan Arnowitz Taylor, Master
Dan and slave Melissa, Liza and her slave
Jody, Sir Stephen and slave Catherine,
Master Jim and slave marsha

2020: Master Rook and slave Rook
2019: Master David and slave Brynn
2018: Mister Blue and Mrs. BlueFrost
2017: Sir DaddyDaun and slavegirl j
2016: Ms Rhonda and Tomo
2015: Master Kevin and slave feyrie
2014: Master Michael and slave angie
2013: Master Morris Taylor and slave
Jonathan Arnowitz Taylor
2012: Master Dan and slave Melissa
2011: Liza and her slave Jody
2010: Master Obsidian and slave namaste
2009: Daddy Ken and slaveboy tim
2008: Master Rick and slave Tina
2007: Master Larry and slave barb
2006: Mistress Suzan and slave teagan
2005: Sir Stephen and slave catherine
2004: Master Z and slaveboy tony
2003: Master Bert Cutler and slave nadine
2002: Master Scott and slavette
2001: Master Jim and slave marsha
2000: Master Steve and slave kirk
1999: Miss Khiki and slave Samantha
1998: Roger Curtman and bill
1997: Roger Curtman and bill
1996: Morganna and michael
1995: Jack and tom Stice
1994: John Birch and Beau Lee James
1993: Tammerlayn von Hohenzollern and
Kit  Terkel
1992: K.T. Chase and Susie Shepherd

Southern California Master/slave
1991: Race Bannon and Mike Pierce
1990: Mark Bowers and Bob Farrell
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The IPOL Titleholder Family

The International Person of Leather is
selected not based on gender identity,
sexual orientation, race, physical
appearance, or age, but rather on their
ability to articulate their views, passions,
and dedications and to make an impact
in their communities. The International
Person of Leather is expected to act as
a mentor, educator, role model and
spokesperson throughout their title year.
The International Person of Leather
Contest is a celebration of the diversity
in the Leather community. The title of
Person of Leather exists to promote that
diversity.

2020-2023: Bri Burning
2019: Iamar Kinhawk
2018: Abizzy
2017: slave Adeena
2016: Shahrazad
2015: Papa Bear
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International M/s Contestants

Midwest Region

Ms. Brenda & slave arcane
Ms. Brenda and slave arcane are proud to
represent the Midwest M/s-D/s Conference!
They met in 1999 and were friends for over 10
years before effortlessly falling into their M/s
dynamic.  Having both been in long term
power exchange relationships since the
early-mid 1990’s, they have a combined 60
years of experience living in roles, which both
gravitated towards naturally. They were
honored to contribute a chapter to the book
“Our Lives, Our History: Consensual
Master/slave relationships from ancient times
to the 21st century.”   While they are interested
in all facets of M/s dynamics, they are
particularly passionate  about Female
Master/Male slave relationships.    The
cornerstone of their dynamic is summed up in
their presentation “Queen Takes Knight”- a
metaphoric example of how a strong woman
leads a strong, yet submissive man.

Northeast Region

Master Penguin & slave ginna
Master Penguin and slave ginna are honored
to be the 2022 Northeast Master/slave couple
and have been in a Master/slave relationship
for more than 20 years and married 25 years.
They worked the "kinks" out of their
relationship and their dynamic shifted from
mostly in the bedroom to a TPE M/s
relationship. Later, they became involved with
different MAsT chapters and currently Master
Penguin is the Director of MAsT: Gettysburg,
while slave ginna helps plan meetings and
presenters for the chapter. They have
presented at the Master/slave Conference, The
M/s Gathering, Twisting Culture and more,
presenting on various topics including mental
health, neurodiversity, long term relationships,
raising kids in a kinky home and more. They
are both committed to service in the
community, and they always try to be helpful
and lend a hand when needed.
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International M/s Contestants

Northwest Region

Master Boromoy & slave amari
Master Boromoy has been in an M/s dynamic
with his pansexual slave amari for over a
decade. They enjoy the depth, power, and
emotional connection inherent in their M/s
relationship. Boromoy and his amari are
honored to have served as Washington State
M/s 2017 and Northwest M/s 2018/2022. They
have presented informational, playful, and
engaging workshops virtually and in person at
events throughout the country, bringing years
of training, experience, and diverse knowledge
to the community. Founding members of
Leather Azimuth, they co-host Kinky Klass
Night and are members of MAsT: PortlandThey
are recipients of the 2019 “We See You”
Leather award. Boromoy has a passion for
rope work and enjoys many types of play, from
whips and floggers, to fire, electrical play, and
sharp pointy things. amari enjoys spending
time with her partner, the odd game of chase,
takedown scenes, and scenes involving blood.

Master Boromoy and slave amari, Northwest
Master and slave 2022, are not able to compete
at the IM/s 2023 Contest however we thank them
for representing the Northwest Region.

Southwest Region

Master Michael & slave Rebekah
Master Michael joined the community in 2010
by attending munches in Indiana. He then
attended a munch in Colorado Springs in
2013, in which he observed his first M/s
relationship. It ignited his passion for more, so
he joined local community groups, threw his
focus into his goal, and became the Master
he’d once dreamed of being. slave Rebekah
began her journey, privately, in 2009. In 2012
she began attending munches in Colorado
Springs. She immersed herself in the local
community groups, co-founding the Colorado
Springs Littles Group, and being one of the
first members of Voo-Doo Leatherworks.
Their journey together began in 2013 when
they were united together on one fateful night
when a budding Dominant ignited his first
torch, which would spark a lifelong
commitment. That night, not only did he set
her on fire, but also their collective hearts and
souls as well.
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International M/s Contestants

Southeast Region

Master Varii & slave neill
Master Varii is a covered cisgendered
heteroflexible Leather Woman (She/Her) and
head of House of Valor. She is a healthcare
professional, a public speaker, and a
community Leader who teaches for MAsT
groups, at dungeons, online via Zoom, and at
regional and national events. She has the
pleasure and privilege of being a mentor to
some incredible individuals, and she and her
slave now also have the honor of being the
caretakers of the East Coast half of the
Leather Quilt. slave neill is a strong, intelligent,
highly capable pansexual cisgendered man
(he/him) who has been collared and owned by
his Master for 8 years. They live a 24/7 total
authority transfer relationship and are excited
about continuing to grow and explore new
facets of that dynamic.  slave neill has been in
the leather community for 11+ years, and
regularly teaches with his Master in person
and online.
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International M/s Judges

Liza
Head Judge

Liza came to power at Woodstock and has
been kinky since. She is a member of Portland
Bad Girls, San Francisco Exiles, MAsT, and is
a founding director of LTHR (Long Term
Hierarchical Relationships) discussion group.
She has always been interested in teaching
and training. Among her pupils have been
horses, dogs, dolphins, children and inmates.
She is honored to have served as International
Master 2011 (and 2021).

His victor
victor is a devoted slave to his Master, Sir
Luke, to whom he has surrendered his life. he
finds peace in being a useful, adaptable
servant, and discovered that discomfort
provides opportunity for growth. he has had
the opportunity to educate countless people
regarding empowered (not powerful) slavery,
neurodivergence, and edge living. Together
with his Master, he founded and owns The
Index, a space to “Find what you are looking
for.”

Master Lola Smiles
Master Lola Smiles is a Latina Leather Female
Master from Long Island, NY, who has been in
the lifestyle for over 25 years - a BDSM
educator & presenter and event promoter for 9
years. Master Lola is the head of the House of
SCK.  Established in 2018, the House of SCK
is a diverse Leather house founded on the core
values of Loyalty, Support & Family.

Master Bill
Master Bill has been in the lifestyle since the
1960's. He joined the public scene relatively
late in the 1990's. His primary focus has been
as the Chairman of PEER Group, a gateway
lifestyle group in his hometown of Cincinnati
for over 25 years, a member of the MAsT
International Board for over 10 years, and the
founder and manager of The Power Exchange
Centre which he founded in 2011.
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International M/s Judges

Master Seykou
Master Seykou Nia is the Head of the House of
Nia, a 24/7 M/s Leather household. He is a
covered Leatherman, active lifestyle Dominant
and Sadistic service Top. The House of Nia is
a co-founding member of LHOCC (Leather
Houses of Color Coalition), Seykou is ½ of the
former Colorado Master/slave pair for 2016,
Pantheon of Leather Award nominee, BDSM
Educator, lover of the leaf (cigars) and overall
Kinky fucker.

Mrs. BlueFrost
Mrs. BlueFrost, the devoted slave, and wife to
Mister-Blue was the 2018/2021 International
slave and 2017 Northeast slave. She serves on
the board of MTTA and the staff of the MsC.
As a professional coach and content creator,
she routinely speaks at national conferences
and special interest groups to further educate
and empower people looking to live in healthy,
sustainable authority transfer relationships free
of judgment and justification through
self-development, service, and surrender.

slave Brynn
slave brynn is the long- time slave of Master
David. she identifies as a bisexual, femme,
leather girl, little, and bootblack. She is a
founding member of House of Dark Shadows,
and serves as secretary of San Joaquin girls of
leather and MAsT: Bakersfield. Along with her
Master, she produced FLAME Conference and
they are caretakers of the West Coast half of
the Leather Quilt. she is honored to be the
2019 International slave.

Beast and echo
Tallymasters

International Master & slave 2022
Born in Germany to German and Lakota
parents, Beast (He/Him) is a pansexual,
polyamorous Leatherman, rigger and
ropemaker, pyromancer, biker, bodybuilder,
musician, and Cigar daddy. echo (she/they) is
a UK-born, pansexual, polyamorous
Leatherwoman, a switch, & a fucker of minds.
she enjoys Wicket and Cricket, her sugar
gliders and crochet. Beast and echo are your
International Master and slave for 2022.
Together with their partner Liv, they’re raising 3
children in beautiful Colorado.
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The South Plains Staff
The following is the devoted team of volunteers who work

creatively, mindfully, and tirelessly to bring you South Plains Leatherfest.

Majordomo - Levi
Leather Ambassador - Sir David Labriola
Producer Assistant - Casey
Producer Assistant - Sarah
Producer Assistant - Marcos
Producer Assistant - MJ
Social Media Director - koneko
Dallas Liaison - Neko
Ceremonies Director - Marie de Menthe
Ceremonies Assistant Director - Symoan Noire
Technical Director - Juniper St. Butcher
Assistant Technical Director - Birdie Holly
Script Writer - Liza's slave Jody
Team Dungeon - Hoss and Wolf Inman along
with Team Dungeon volunteers and supporters
Program Book Director - koneko
Onsite Registration Director - MsJeep
Silent Auction Director - MizLilly, Touch of
Leather
Diversity and Accessibility Coordinator -
slavegirl j

Contest Director - Levi
Judge Coordinator - Mister Blue
Contestant Coordinator - raven
Bootblack Co-coordinator - Briar Wood
Bootblack Co-coordinator - Moxie
Onsite Hospitality Coordinator - Maggie
Onsite Hospitality Assistant - Omega
Onsite Hospitality Assistant - Sam
Onsite Education Coordinator - Donja
Onsite Education Assistants - MrL and Fionna
Online Education Co-Coordinator - Master
Marcus
Online Education Co-Coordinator - slave joy
Onsite Vending Coordinator - Marcos
Onsite Volunteer Coordinator - Sir DaddyDaun
Event Photographer - Master John
TNG, Newcomers Liaison - Kira
Cruise Liaison - Casey
Webmaster - Mel
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Presenters
Andy Close and Tidbit

Andy and Tidbit are a couple of former SELF
bootblacks from NC. They have a combined
20 years’ experience with bootblacking and
the community in general. They have taught at
events from one coast to the other. Their
passion is teaching and helping others learn
and grow. Outside of kink and leather, Tidbit
enjoys spending time outdoors, hiking and
camping; while Andy prefers to watch movies
and avoid the "nature getting on him!"
● Erotic Bootblacking Discussion and Demo

AtxGentleDom
ATXGentleDom is known as a heavy sadist,
using barbed wire, scalpels, and a whole lot of
plastic wrap in his play. He developed a love
for blood play almost as soon as he started
exploring BDSM over a decade ago. A
low-protocol Dom, his style of play is light &
playful where laughter & tears are common.
15+ years’ experience as a paramedic brings
an extra layer of safety to his play.
● Knife Play: Stay Sharp & You'll have Fun
● The Victorian Terror: intro to canes & caning

Beast and echo
Born in Germany to German & Lakota parents,
Beast (He/Him) is a pansexual, polyamorous
Leatherman, rigger & ropemaker, pyromancer,
biker, bodybuilder, musician, and Cigar daddy.
echo (she/they) is a UK-born, pansexual,
polyamorous Leatherwoman, a switch, and a
fucker of minds. she enjoys Wicket and Cricket
her sugar gliders and crochet. Beast and echo
are your International Master and slave for
2022. Together with their partner Liv, they’re
raising 3 children in beautiful Colorado.
● Leather Interior - Finding Your Place in

Leather by Looking Within
● Moments that Matter - Curating Meaning &

Magic

Bri Burning
Bri Burning is your International Person of
Leather 2020 and Northwest Person of Leather
2019! They are a queer femme, proud
Indigenous Mexican, leather little, s-type,
Ma’am to one, and more. Active in the SF Bay
Area BDSM/Leather community since 2010
and presenting since 2015. She moderates
two s-type groups and is a member of the SF
girls of Leather. Kink/leather passion includes:
self-care, power exchange, age play, and
service – which she spreads like glitter!
● Self-Care: You Come First
● Service: Giving and Receiving
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Presenters
CreamDream

He is the slave of MsDDom whom is also in
service to the community-at-large. His
sociology background drives his passion to
bring awareness to kink & Leather
communities regarding racial inclusion. He is a
member of Black Atlanta Munch, Black
FemDoms-Atlanta, & is curating Librarian for
the Atlanta Annex of the Carter/Johnson
Library & Collections. A first generation
Mexican-American & BIPOC advocate,
CreamDream enjoys sharing lifestyle
perspectives in his native Spanish language.
● LSC: The Master/slave Interracial Dynamic

Daddy Crone Leenie
Smiling Sadist, who is a long-term bodyworker
/ energy runner and has been in the leather
world since the early 90's. Leenie began
Dancing with Whips in 1998 and has not
stopped. She has taught/presented repeatedly
around the US and Canada over a 25 year
span. In workshops, Leenie shares her style,
which she gleaned from various whip
enthusiasts such as Bob Deegan, Boomer, and
Wayne of Atlanta. Thank you all for sharing
your passion! This Dance is of spirit, body and
mind for Leenie, who revels in the intentions
created. Keep Dancing!
● Dance the Straight Razors Edge!
● Whip Workshop: Experience Passion, Joy,

Fear and Healing

Daisy Blue
Daisy Blue (she/they) has been bootblacking
since 2017, bootblacking across the country in
Nashville, Reno, Atlanta and Chicago. From
2018 -2019 they served as a Community
Bootblack for The Mark and completed a
Bootblack mentorship in May of 2019. Daisy's
journey took her to Chicago where they
completed vocational training for
leather-working in 2020. Though a lover of all
expressions of leather, Daisy's favorite is still
getting to serve the community at the chair.
She is currently based in Chicago and is a
Bootblack-at-large, stepping in wherever
there's an open chair.
● Bootblack History: A Brief Summary
● Let Me Dye for You

Domina Alluriah
Domina Alluriah is a community leader and
educator from the Gulf Coast of Mississippi.
She has taught several classes on topics
ranging from communication, negotiation, to
several aspects of power exchange, as well as
LGBTQ+ classes on gender, expression and 
identity. She is an out trans MtF
Leatherwoman who believes in & encourages
visibility, representation, and equality.
● BIPOC ROUNDTABLE | The Challenges We

Overcome to BE & THRIVE in Leather & Kink
● Gender Expression, Identities, and

Pronouns and How to understand them!
● Red Flags and Warning Signs of dangerous

behavior in BDSM
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Presenters
DominaKat

DominaKat—BDSM blogger, advocate,
educator—joined the Lifestyle in 2010 and
continues to be inspired by the Divine
intersection of Spiritual connection, authentic
BDSM, and primal sex. Active in the NYC
since 2017, her service includes: NYC slave
Meetings Lead, S&M.NYC Co-Founder/Lead,
ONYX Pearls NY-NE Associate, and the
Leather Solidarity Collective/UPRISE! Project
Manager. She is the Founder of the
Ally~Advocate~Warrior Program, dedicated to
encouraging better BIPOC allyship/advocacy
in the Lifestyle.
● The Journey from Ally to Advocate to

Warrior for Marginalized Communities
within Kink and Leather

● The 9 Service Languages of Authority
Transfer Relationships and Dynamics

Dr. V
Raised on health food and German dungeon
porn in the Nickel City. Dr V is Seňor Jaime’s
queer slave, bootblack, leather sister,
educator, lifelong learner, and researcher with
extensive, joyful experience in kink
communities. Dr V has worked as a nurse in
mental health/illness for more than 30 years.
She is a member of Bound by Desire,
co-produces the HEaRT of TX conference,
co-founded Team Friendly: Austin * served as
co-director of MAsT: Austin.
● Triggers and BDSM

Hardy Haberman
Activist, author, & speaker on aspects of the
SM/Leather scene, his latest book, Shouts in
the Wilderness, Daily Meditations for
Leatherfolk, is currently available on
Amazon.com. He also writes a regular column
in the Dallas Voice newspaper. He was
awarded NLA-I's Man of the Year award in
1999 and the NLA-I Lifetime Achievement
award in 2007 he received the National Gay &
Lesbian Task Force Leather Leadership award
and most recently the Marcus Hernandez
Lifetime Achievement Award. He currently
serves as chairperson of the Woodhull
Freedom Foundation in Washington, DC.
● Negotiation and Seduction
● Old Guard Protocols and Why You Don’t

Need Them
● Putting the Sex Back in SM

J Baby
J Baby is International Leatherboy 2019, 2020,
2021, & 2022 and South Central Leatherboy
2019. He was always curious about the
forbidden, and that search for the peculiar and
the internet led him to the magical world of the
kinky. In 2007, he explored and took his first
baby steps into a different scene and began
his journey as a Leatherboy. Despite protests,
he refused to "put away childish things" and is
proud to be a Leather little boy. He enjoys
serving in whatever way that is, as well as
finding any excuse for cuddles. He has
presented for events and organizations across
the country. He has also served as a Judge,
Judge's boy, and Emcee for a number of
contests and events as well. When in the
"vanilla" world, he spends most of his time
working in the theater, teaching, tabletop
gaming, and watching far too much YouTube.
● The Omega Sub
● So, What's with The Sash?
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Presenters
Kupcake

Kupkake is a primal, blood loving,
sado-masochistic, queer Leatherperson who’s
been involved in the kink/ Leather community
for over two decades. They’re an educator,
group leader, event producer, and body-based
ritualist with a deep love of flesh hooks and all
things twisted and taboo. Although described
as a heavy top, they’re a greedy switch who
loves thinking up new ways to bring life to the
dark fantasies that play around in their head.
● Taboo Twisted Talk
● Urethral Sounding, Yes it’s for Any Body!

Lady D
My name is Reverend Deborah Harrison, but I
am known as Lady D. I am a minister, spiritual
life coach and hypnotherapist. I ran (People
Exchanging Power) Atlanta, created PEP4POC,
founded and helped re-launch Onyx Pearls
Southeast. I’ve been a titleholder, judged and
emceed contests, given keynotes, and taught
classes throughout the country for 30+ years.
My commitment is to continue Jill Carter's
philosophy of Each One, Teach One with love.
● LSC: Female M-Types of Color Lived

Experiences Panel
● The Spiritual Side of BDSM
● Yes, I Have a Safeword, Too

Leather Redux
Leather Redux (LR) is a just your friendly
neighborhood dominant leather lesbian from
the 90s. She is probably the most romantic
sadist you will ever know. She left kink for
quite a bit and came back which is what
"redux" means - - a return or rebirth. She has
come back to kink and is not turning back.
As part of the leather tradition, service to the
community is important to her and she does
this by sharing and educating people where
she can. If she's not teaching how to use
floggers, she is sometimes teaching others
about things such as meditation, knife play or
fisting. Master Lola Smiles once gave her the
moniker of the Mayor of Fist City - - a
nickname that has stuck and if the city existed,
a city where she rules.
● BIPOC ROUNDTABLE | The Challenges We

Overcome to BE & THRIVE in Leather & Kink
● Flogging 201 - Florentine
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Presenters
Little Bad Daddy and Just Angel

Little Bad Daddy is Ms. San Francisco Leather
2014-2015, she identifies as Queer Sadistic
Latina Leather Dyke Daddy Bootblack. She
currently serves on Desire Leatherwomen
Unleashed Team, Saturnalia Productions
Founder, the UnRuly Social Club Treasurer
dedicated to leather women's history. She
loves all aspects of knife, blood play, and
impact. She as an indigenous woman. believes
walking with honesty, integrity, & compassion
in leather is beyond measure; to always
remember finding many reasons to smile.

Angel is a queer leather woman bootblack who
is happiest when sharing her experiences with
others. An edge playing Bootblacking teacher
who brings her sex positive viewpoints to the
table. Through her work, she is able to open
dialogues about leather, as well as collect
history. Being neurodivergent only fuels her
determination to show her love for her
communities. Angel draws from her over 15
years of community experiences to create a
unique class environment.
● Predicament, Needles Genital Torture
● Second Skin Boot Doctor Salon: Lackluster,

No More

Liza and Jody
In an M/s relationship for over 20 years, Liza
and her slave, Jody, (International Master and
slave 2011 & 2021) have produced events,
judged, keynoted, and taught extensively,
receiving numerous awards, including MAST’s
2012 Presenter of the Year.
● Managing the Power Slave
● Using Mediation Techniques to Resolve

Disputes in M/s Relationships

Majordomo, slave Sassy Nikki Nia
slave Sassy Nikki Nia, aka “major”, is the
owned and collared slave of Master Seykou
Nia and majordomo for the House of Nia. She
is a slave and Leatherwoman who began her
exploration into BDSM over 17 years ago.
Slave Sassy Nikki Nia is the recipient of the
2019 Pantheon of Leather Award for the
Midwest region, bottom, service Top & proud
slave slut & curator of "Surrender & Mastery"
● Service is Service
● Submission & Surrender
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Presenters
Master Bill

Master Bill has been in the lifestyle since the
1960's. He joined the public scene relatively
late in the 1990's. His primary focus has been
as the Chairman of PEER Group, a gateway 
lifestyle group in his hometown of Cincinnati
for over 25 years, a member of the MAsT
International Board for over 10 years, and the
founder and manager of The Power Exchange
Centre which he founded in 2011.
● So, you want to build a Dungeon?

Master Cecil and Darcy
Master Cecil has been involved in kink for over
35 years, Darcy, since 2005. In 2006 Darcy
and two other newbies created the newbie
roundtable at the local munch. In 2007 Master
Cecil & Darcy opened The Woodshed in
Orlando. They have presented on the local,
regional, national, and international level and
now serve the kink community as owners of
The Woodshed, Producers FIRE, Co-chair and
assistant of Leather Leadership Conference
and Coalition Partner NCSF.
● Connected Rope
● When Crack Comes to Play

Master "Daddy" Zulu
Master “Daddy” Zulu is a Leatherman who has 
been active since 1991. In 1995 he created 
the body positive group Anvil Dungeon 
International and produced the run "Love and 
Leather." In 1997 he was the first Regional 
Coordinator (Southeast) for Leather Archives 
and Museum and has presented at various 
events across the country. He has served as a 
DJ at Leather bars, clubs, events and is the 
founder of Leather Solidarity Collective.
● BDSM Activism
● Old Cover, New Cover = One Cover

Master David and slave brynn
Master David and slave brynn are an authority
transfer-based Master/slave couple. Master
David is curator of the Bar Card Project and
founding director of MAsT: Bakersfield. slave
brynn serves as secretary of San Joaquin girls
of Leather and MAsT: Bakersfield. Together
they are founding members of House of Dark
Shadows, produced FLAME Conference, and
are caretakers of the West Coast half of the
Leather Quilt. They are honored to be the 2019
International Master and slave.
● M/s on an Island
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Presenters
Master Kaddan Yue

Master Kaddan Yue, Northeast Leather 
Woman 2020-2021, Leather Solidarity 
Collective & UPRISE! Co-Producer, founding 
sister & VP of the ONYX Pearls NY/Northeast, 
and LLC 2022 Servant Leader award winner, 
has more than 40 years’ experience living the 
lifestyle. After spending her initial seven years  
in the lifestyle "training from the bottom up," 
she has become the third generation of her 
line trained in this style. Master Kaddan now 
spends her retirement years doing service for 
her community locally and nationally by doing 
presentations and helping to mentor and 
educate the next generation. She is currently 
working on many passion projects that will 
help bridge the gap between mental health 
and the BDSM lifestyle.
● LSC: Female M-Types of Color Lived

Experiences Panel
● I Don’t Give a Fuck. You Don’t Get to

Determine My Journey in M/s or Leather.
● Leather as I See It

Master Retro Bella
Master Retro Bella (She/Her) is a Latina Master
and Queer Leather Woman from California.
Active in the Bakersfield BDSM community
since 2010, Master Retro Bella founded the
San Joaquin valley’s 1st girls of Leather
chapter: San Joaquin Valley girls of Leather
and the project “Women Educators in the
Valley.” She is the Assistant Director of the
MAsT: Bakersfield. Thoughtful M/s teaching 
and speaking on BIPOC speaking panels set
her heart on fire.
● Mastery of the Neurodivergent Master
● Cerebral Negotiations and Play

Master Lola Smiles
Master Lola Smiles is a Latina Leather Female
Master from Long Island, NY, who has been in
the lifestyle for over 25 years - a BDSM
educator & presenter and event promoter for 9
years. Master Lola is the head of the House of
SCK. Established in 2018, the House of SCK is
a diverse Leather house founded on the core
values of Loyalty, Support & Family.
● LSC: Female M-Types of Color Lived

Experiences Panel
● BIPOC ROUNDTABLE | The Challenges We

Overcome`to BE & THRIVE in Leather & Kink

Master Seykou
Master Seykou Nia is Head of the House of Nia,
a 24/7 M/s Leather household. He is a covered
Leatherman, active Dominant & Sadistic service
Top. The House of Nia is a co-founding member
of LHOCC (Leather Houses of Color Coalition),
Seykou is ½ of the former Colorado Master/
slave pair for 2016, Pantheon of Leather Award
nominee, BDSM Educator, lover of the leaf
(cigars) & overall Kinky fucker.
● Defining Roles and Leveraging Assets in

Dynamics: Is that my responsibility or yours?

Master Skip
Skip Chasey has given more than a dozen
keynote addresses and presented nearly 300
programs on the spiritual dynamics of BDSM
at noteworthy events throughout North
America. Honors include the Leadership Award
and the Lee Montague Memorial Community
Service Award from Avatar Club Los Angeles,
the Pantheon of Leather Community Choice
Award, both the Master Heart Award and the
Excellence in Education Award from the
Master/slave Conference, the Leatherman’s
Heart Award from SWLC, and, together with
his slave Rick, the Guy Baldwin Master/slave
Heritage Award from the M/sC.
● The Mana of Fetish
● Broken Collars, Broken Hearts
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Presenters
Master Taíno

Founder, MTTA, Inc.
Active in the Leather community for more than
three decades, Master Taíno has a Leather
Family of 13 members. Slave Paul has been in
service since 2010. Founder of MTTA, Inc., and
former producer of the Master/slave
Conference (MSC) - 2004 - 2022. Recently he
has been involved with the community in
Costa Rica where he has a second residence.
His awards include the “Guy Baldwin
Master/slave Heritage Award 2019”, the Vi
Johnson Award in 2012, the Pantheon of
Leather’s “Man of the Year 2011 Award”, and
the “Master Steve Golden Paintbrush Award
2011”, among others.
● LSC: Masters in Service
● “If BDSM is not about pain, then what is it

about?”
● Leather Families & Households

Master Toni
Toni Solenne is the executive producer of
Women of Drummer. She is the 2015 Recipient
of the Leathertarian Award and 2016
Mid-Atlantic Pantheon of Leather Award. In
2020 and 2021, Toni published two books,
Women in Leather: Shaping Our Own Identity
and Leather Journal: Stepping Into Our Own
Power. Most recently, she was appointed the
first Carter-Johnson Library Senior Scholar.
One of her favorite activities has been creating
Radical Rhythm Podcast episodes with Vi
Johnson.
● Mentoring New Folx: Understanding the

Kinky Coming Out Process
● Women in Leather: Shaping Our Own

Identity

Master WrathDaddy
Master WrathDaddy is the 2019, 2020, 2021,
and 2022 Heartland Person of Leather, a horror
and erotica author, former heavyweight
kickboxing champion, former MMA trainer,
owner and proprietor of The Bacchanal
(Austin’s community dungeon) and a badass
motherfucker who enjoys doing badass shit 
with other badass motherfuckers. He has been
a full-time and active member of Austin’s
BDSM community since 2013, though he has
been in and out of the kink community since
1991. Since then he has been a board member
at large for GWNN (Group With No Name) one
of Austin's oldest and largest BDSM groups,
from 2015 through 2016, co-chairman of the
GWNN Bash in 2015 and 2016, a mentor in the
Austin Mentor's Program, and has presented
workshops for SAADE, GWNN, Desert
Dominion, Flame Conference, Wicked
Grounds, Threshold, Master Slave Conference,
Kinkfest, Colorado Leather Fest, Oklahoma
Leather Fest, and many other local, national,
and international groups on topics ranging
from the Daddy Dom/ babygirl dynamic to
rough-body play, and knife-play. He is the
author of Kinky Adult Bedtime Stories (For
littles, babygirls, and bois) and All The Kinky
Kinksters From A to Z.
● BIPOC ROUNDTABLE | The Challenges We

Overcome to BE & THRIVE in Leather & Kink
● I Fucked Up! 10 Fatal Errors Dominants

Make (And How To Avoid Them)
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Presenters
midnight mayhem

midnight mayhem is a transgender, nonbinary
dirty little boy and service pony (they/them).
They're queer, pansexual, mixed race, and
have a slaveheart. They enjoy exploring the
interplay between practicing physical and
emotional sadomasochism, becoming
emotionally healthy, and healing their nervous
system. They enjoy being of service to
transgender youth as camp counselors;
building community through play parties; and
tending to their Earth and Ancestral based
spiritual communities.
● How to Throw a Play Party for Your

Community: aka How to Center
Underrepresented Identity Groups

● Trauma Informed Anticipatory Service

Mita Beach and ServiceKitty
HouseAnchor is a leather house dedicated to
supporting each other in personal growth and
service to the community. Mxster Mita (they/
them) is a multi-racial, genderqueer, kinky
fucker whose BDSM is intimately entwined
with their spirituality. ServiceKitty (she/her) is
the property of Mxster Mita and in service to
House Anchor. We are presenters, speakers,
activists, organizers, mentors, and volunteers.
House Anchor advocates for equal rights for
all, regardless of race, gender, ability, age,
relationship structure, religion, or sexuality.
● Recovery, sobriety, power exchange
● Different Abilities and Service

Mrs. BlueFrost
Mrs. BlueFrost, the devoted slave, and wife to
Mister-Blue was the 2018/2021 International
slave and 2017 Northeast slave. She serves on
the board of MTTA and the staff of the MsC.
As a professional coach and content creator,
she routinely speaks at national conferences
and special interest groups to further educate
and empower people looking to live in healthy,
sustainable authority transfer relationships free
of judgment and justification through
self-development, service, and surrender.
● Approaching Your Journey with Grace

MsDDom
MsDDom is very active in the Atlanta
community and lives in an M/s dynamic with
her slave, CreamDream. A BIPOC advocate,
she supports the community through
participation in Black FemDoms-Atlanta, Black
Atlanta Munch, Road Captain of Women in
Leather Atlanta, Award Chair for NLA-I,
Education Director for Leather Solidarity
Collective, and the Southeast coordinator for
Women of Drummer. MsDDom is honored to
serve as lead Librarian for the Carter/Johnson
Library & Collection Atlanta Annex.
● LSC: The Master/slave Interracial Dynamic
● LSC: Female M-Types of Color Lived

Experiences Panel
● BIPOC ROUNDTABLE | The Challenges We

Overcome to BE & THRIVE in Leather & Kink
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Presenters
Neko and koneko

Neko was a slave until his Mistress decided he
would make a much better dominant and
trained him as such. koneko has been a slave
for many years. Neko & koneko are leather,
poly, bisexual, kinky, Wiccan, rope lovers,
presenters, speakers, producers, and
volunteers that have been together over 20
years. Neko is the MAsT: Dallas chapter
director. koneko is the MAsT: International
Education Director and with slave raven, they
are the owners of the Austin & Dallas Mentors
Program. Neko is Master to slave raven &
koneko is her femme.
● Sharp & Pointy, O Yes!
● Playing with the Senses

Q
A social justice activist for more than 20 years,
Q consistently strives to bring together the
various communities to which he belongs. Q is
a self-identified queer, gender-independent,
sex worker, actively and ethically
non-monogamous/polyamorous, sex-positive,
leather boi, and pleasure professional. It’s well
known that flirting is Q’s default mode of
communication. He can often be found with a
charming smile on his face or looking
mischievous with the other bois.
● BIPOC ROUNDTABLE | The Challenges We

Overcome to BE & THRIVE in Leather & Kink
● Some Assembly Required
● Fisting 101/Front Hole Fisting 101

Saint St. James
Saint is a being composed of primarily oxygen,
carbon, hydrogen, nitrogen, calcium, and
phosphorus equipped with an energy force
that allows him to masquerade as a human. He
is Lawful Evil, Slytherin, an INTJ, a Kitty,
Demisexual, Allokinky, and Leather. Former
president of Dallas Discipline Corps and
associated with many other clubs over the
past 15 years. Saint has taught from Seattle to
St. Louis on topics that are generally
considered irreverent and edgy.
● Unfulfilling Play: Bratting from the Top

Scarlet Delaney
Scarlet has been part of the SF Bay Area
Community since 2013. Scarlet co-led Fairfield
Munch for 4 years. Fairfield Munch's motto
was "Think Kink"; words Scarlet has always
kept with her throughout her community. She
volunteered at a variety of events in Northern
California. Scarlet served as Alpha Slave of
Twisted Castle for 3 years. Since moving to
Houston in 2021, Scarlet has been eager to
get involved in her new Community.
● LSC: Catalyst: Tools for Transformation

Señor Jaime
A native of Austin, Texas, Jaime has over 50
years’ experience as a human and 25 years of
experience of playing, learning, sharing,
producing, & being part of leadership in
BDSM, Leather, & Fetish spaces in Texas &
beyond. Outside of leatherspace, Jaime works
as a mental health professional and trainer. As
longtime participants of SPLF, Jaime and his
slave V aim for hot, fun, and meaningful
classes that invite, inform, and inspire.
● No-BS Generative Hypnosis in M/s

Dynamics
● Therapeutic Pain at the Beginning & End of

the Rope
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Presenters
Sir Alice

Sir Alice is a poly, queer, sadistic
Leatherwoman. Currently Ms. Route 66
Leather, 2022; Involvement in the community
as a leader of the Underground Cigar Social,
and NLA Dallas Executive Committee and the
Beyond Vanilla committee. She has served
and presented in Texas, Louisiana and
Colorado. A graduate of the Dallas Mentors
Program in 2018; Alice has done year and a
day mentoring with members of her local
Leather/BDSM community since 2020.
● Bag it Up I'll Take it...

Sir Guy
Sir Guy (he/him) is a Dominant Leatherman, an
educator for 15 years. He is head of the House
of the Black Panther, an Emeritus Board
Member of The Eulenspiegel Society (TES),
past Director MAsT Metro NY, Founder of The
Dark Lair: BDSM Support and Education for
People of Color, International Power Exchange
2013 titleholder. He is an author, educator,
activist and associate of ONYX SE & the DUC.
● Consensual Master/slave Relationships and

People of Color
● I ASK THE QUESTIONS HERE: Military and

Police Style Interrogations
● LSC: BLACK LEATHER: A History of People

of Color in Leather and BDSM

Sir Leo and leathergem
Sir Leo (He/Him/They) and leathergem
(her/she) live a 24/7 TPE Master/slave
relationship structured in protocols and rituals
involving the chemistry of Leather, spirituality,
and consent-non-consent. Their deep
connection fuels them to live unapologetically
for who they are. Sir Leo is a Trans-masculine
Sadistic Leather Master & leathergem who is a
queer masochist leatherwoman. They live by
the code to “Each one Teach one” and are
dedicated to serving their community with
education, mentorship, and lots of fun. Sir Leo
& His gem are the owners of the Tampa Bay
Phoenix Club. Sir Leo is Co-Director of MAsT:
Tampa, founder of The Leather Cultivation
Project, & was a judge for the South Plains
Leatherfest M/s International Contest in 2022.
● The Inner Workings of a M/s Relationship
● Who are you?

Sir Luke and His victor
Sir Luke and His victor manifest a sacred
exchange of will and surrender as Master and
slave, combining Leathersex and bloodlust,
intentional structure and discipline, and shared
personal truth. They have served the
community as educators, speakers, mentors,
and titleholders. Consensual nonconsent,
depravity, and defilement are the flavors of
edge they live in, uncovering hidden purpose
and empowerment. Together, they founded
and own The Index, a space to, "Find what
you are looking for." 
Facebook: Sir Luke and His victor
Email: sirlukeandvictor@gmail.com
Fetlife: MisterBBWolf & _victor
Twitter: SirLuke_victor
Instagram: SirLuke_victor
● On the Edge of Consent
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Presenters
slave Rick

slave Rick has presented programs on the
spiritual dynamics of M/s and D/s relationships
& has delivered endnote & keynote addresses
at conferences and events throughout North
America. In 2016 slave Rick published Jolted
Awake: An Unconventional Memoir (Alfred
Press and Lulu.com). In it he presents his
journey in an M/s relationship as a valid path
toward self-realization. slave Rick is a licensed
kink aware psychotherapist in Los Angeles,
CA. (www.KinkTherapistLosAngeles.com) First
& foremost, he is by Grace in service to his
beloved Master.
● Boy, Didn't You Hear What I Thought I Said?
● Maturing Slavery

Stephan and Sweet Wisteria
Stephan and Sweet Wisteria are an M/s couple
who have been together for nearly eight years
who have been teaching lifestyle classes for
the last six years. They’re relationship geeks
who explore the fundamentals of
communication and the psychology of
relationships to enhance and improve their
M/s. Further adding color to their dynamic,
Stephan & Sweet Wisteria live in a poly house
with 4 adults, 2 cats, & 2 dogs.
● Love Languages and Power Dynamics

Tonya and Nick
Tonya (she/they) is neurodiverse, queer, poly,
and has been active in the pagan, energy
work, poly, and kink communities for over 20
years. Nick (he/him/Sir) is a white, trans
masculine, genderqueer, neurodivergent,
consensually non monogamous, sado-
masochistic vampiric dragon who is forced to
roam the earth disguised as a Licensed
Professional Counselor and Certified Sex
Therapist. Together they lead House Evolution.
Both as individuals and as a House, they are
called to community service, leadership,
mentoring, activism, and facilitating the growth
of others.
● Energy, Sex, and Energy Sex
● Pleasure Mapping
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Approaching Your Journey
with Grace
Mrs. BlueFrost
Oftentimes, we are excited to meet others and
find community on our journey of
self-discovery and when we find those people,
we are extra disappointed when those same
people show up in their humanity. In this
presentation, we will discover the benefits of
grace in our lives and community. We will
discuss what grace is and how to employ it for
ourselves and others.

Bag it Up I'll Take it...
Sir Alice
Curious about body bags, if you are into
bondage, power exchange in a scene, fear
play, breath play, temperature play. This class
will be right up your alley. Learn the basics, get
new ideas in this hands-on participation class.
Come find out how fun body bags can be.

BDSM Activism
Master "Daddy" Zulu
A summary of the Civil Rights Movement, The
LGBTQI Rights Movement and the connection
with BDSM/Leather Activism and why it’s
important in our community.

BIPOC ROUNDTABLE | The
Challenges We Overcome to BE &
THRIVE in Leather & Kink
Domina Alluriah, Redux, Master Lola
Smiles, Master WrathDaddy, MsDDom, & Q
We all must face fears to enter the Lifestyle.
However many in the BIPOC Community often
face unique challenges in order to BE and
THRIVE in Leather & Kink. Panelists will share
their lived experiences and triumphs to
validate the issues facing other BIPOC
attendees and to help bring awareness and
understanding to the community. Discussion
topics to include: Family/Upbringing,
Ethnic/Racial Culture, Religion, Social
Constructs, Socio-economic Inequities,
Limited Peers, Stereotypes, Discrimination,
and Racism.

Bootblack History: A Brief Summary
Daisy Blue
#KnowYourHistory. This class will cover the
history of bootblacking as a profession,
artform and place in the Leather world. Due to
the depth and breath of history this
presentation hopes to provide a starting point
in learning about the richness of Bootblack
history both near and far.
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Boy, Didn't You Hear What I Thought I
Said?
slave Rick
The Importance of Functional Communication
in D/s Relationships - Although everyone
wants to feel loved and accepted, a lack of
healthy communication skills often undermines
one’s chances for a happy and successful
relationship. Because the consensual authority
imbalance in D/s affords ample opportunity for
projection and power struggles, achieving and
sustaining healthy, long-term D/s relationships
without the requisite communication skills can
be difficult. Join slave Rick as he draws upon
experiences from both his counseling practice
and his 23+ year relationship with his Master
to assist Y/you in navigating the sometimes
treacherous waters of these most
unconventional relationships.

Broken Collars, Broken Hearts
Master Skip
Resolving Relationship Loss and Grief for
Masters & slaves - Grief is the normal and
natural response to loss. While it can arise in
all aspects of our lives, it provides some
extraordinary complications for those
attempting to resolve the loss of a M/s or D/s
relationship. Indeed, working through such
grief can be tantamount to emotional edge
play. Join Master Skip, a certified Grief
Recovery™ counselor, as he examines the toll
that unresolved grief takes on us, the grief and
loss issues unique to M/s and D/s, and each of
the actions that must take place for resolution
and healing to occur.

Cerebral Negotiations and Play
Master Retro Bella
Most failed mind fuck scenes have failed days 
before the actual scene due to uncompleted 
negotiations. Join me as we explore and fine 
tune the negotiation standards and 
fundamentals needed before exploring this 
advanced style of play. We will be covering 
how to gather information, how to create 
ground rules, how to ask/receive consent, and 
how to successfully manage your scene.

Connected Rope
Master Cecil & Darcy
Have you ever watched a couple doing rope 
and witnessed the two of them becoming one 
flesh? No matter what your level of knowledge, 
this class will help you move from a person that 
can tie, to a person that can create ecstasy in 
your bottom WITH the tie. Rope is a means to 
an end, and that end is an amazing and often 
inexplicable experience for both top and 
bottom.
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Consensual Master/slave
Relationships and People of Color
Sir Guy
Before we enter consensual relationships as
Masters or slaves, we are people with our own
experiences and beliefs, which may affect how
we respond to things, how we view others,
and how others view us. American society has
issues with race, ethnicity and other cultures
that are often not discussed until there is a
major problem. This avoidance can have a
polarizing effect, not just in the world at large
but within the BDSM and M/s communities as
well. How do we deal with social conditioning
around race and color? How do we deal with
the terms "Master" and "slave" or the concept
of consensual "ownership" of a person? Are
there different perceptions of M/s in interracial
or multicultural households? Sir Guy will lead a
discussion of these and related questions.

Dance the Straight Razors Edge!
Daddy Crone Leenie
In this workshop, you will learn how to use the
sexy as hell straight razor! The intimacy,
tapping into All the senses from, the
sensations of the razor gliding across a throat,
pussy or ass, hell anywhere on the body, the
scents, the sounds of hair being severed and
the trust between two people as they dance
the razor's edge! Shaving can be fun, sexy and
just a little dangerous! Blood optional.

Defining Roles and Leveraging
Assets in Dynamics: “Is that my
responsibility? Or yours?”
Master Seykou
Defining roles is a crucial step towards setting
and maintaining expectations and planning for
long-term growth. Without defined roles, a
dynamic and its partners can be left with
confusion, stepping on toes, inadvertent
feelings of failure and tasks not being
completed. In this discussion we’ll cover
defining roles and leveraging the skills of each
other, sometimes in the not so traditional
ways.

Different Abilities and Service
Mita Beach & ServiceKitty
Finding rituals and ways to express power
exchange while allowing growth and
supporting differing physical and mental
abilities. How to give and receive service
through your varying abilities. Give yourself the
grace to accept necessary assistance when
needed. Strengthen your relationship by
exploring how your differing abilities
complement each other.

Energy, Sex, and Energy Sex
Tonya and Nick
Harnessing your energy can change moods,
heal bodies, and intensify many aspects of
your life. It can deepen bonds and captivate a
new partner. We will explore the energy we
bring to sexual experiences and learn to
control it. That same energy can be used to
have sex in completely new ways. It doesn’t
even require physical touch! Energy sex is not
a new concept but is rarely taught or even
discussed.
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Erotic Bootblacking Discussion &
Demo
Andy Close and Tidbit
Dive into leather as experienced through the 5
senses. See what the skills in the 101 classes
can be turned into. Watch bootblacking done
from both sides of the slash. This class will
include a short discussion on the what’s and
whys of bootblacking and will culminate in a
demo done in three parts. See sex, grease,
and polish in a whole new light.

Fisting 101/Front Hole Fisting 101
Q
Fisting is an incredible and intense way to play
and connect. But how do you go from one
finger to a whole hand inside someone’s
body? I’ll share my four basic rules for getting
started fisting, demonstrate techniques, and
talk about some of the myths around fisting.
Come with an open mind and your questions.

Flogging 201 – Florentine
Redux
The focus of this class will be on how to do the
Florentine technique or using two floggers at
the same time. Floggers have been around
since antiquity but how do we use it safely,
take care of them, or most importantly, sanitize
them in these COVID times? Bring your
floggers and be ready to learn how to
Florentine together.

Gender Expression, Identities, &
Pronouns & How to understand them!
Domina Alluriah
In this class we will discuss the nuanced and
many differences between things like gender,
gender expression and identity, as well as,
pronouns and how people identify themselves.
If you are partnered with, family with, or love
someone who has recently come out and
changed their expression or identity, this
discussion is for you!
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How to Throw a Play Party for Your
Community: aka How to Center
Underrepresented Identity Groups
midnight mayhem
Have you ever wanted to throw a play party but 
didn't know where to begin? Are you an event 
planner and want to learn how to create a safer 
space for QTPOC (Queer, Transgender, People 
of Color)? Do you have questions about how to 
center QTPOC at your party? Are you 
interested in the backend of party planning: 
booking a space, promoting an event, 
gathering supplies, and creating an accessible 
sliding scale? What about accessibility?

I ASK THE QUESTIONS HERE:
Military & Police Style Interrogations
Sir Guy
Most of us grew up on police shows or movies 
and their interrogation methods and many of us 
found ourselves turned on by them: the give 
and take, the power dynamics within. Being 
who we are, we can see the kink potential in 
everything. This presentation will explain and 
demonstrate why this type of edgy play is 
appealing and Sir Guy will be your guide on 
this journey.

I Don’t Give a Fuck. You Don’t Get to
Determine My Journey in M/s or
Leather
Master Kaddan Yue
This discussion is about why we care about
what other people think. We will look at the
Pros and Cons of this action and how each
affects us both individuals and our lifestyle
journeys and dynamics. We will explore the
connection between emotions, ego and pride,
to living up to other people’s expectations.
Then look at how getting past caring can
become a healthy way to grow both as a
person and within our dynamics.

“If BDSM is not about pain, then what
is it about?”
Master Taino
BDSM Is mostly associated with Sadism and
Masochism, the idea that we get sexual and
erotic pleasure from inflicting or receiving pain.
Master Taíno believes that most BDSM
practitioners are not really sadists or
masochists. During this class, he will talk
about other dimensions and components of
the BDSM practice and how it can be used to
better our lives and our relationships.
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I Fucked Up! 10 Fatal Errors
Dominants Make (And How to Avoid Them)
Master WrathDaddy
In my journey I have made a lot of mistakes. I
mean a LOT of mistakes. One of the things
that elevates homo sapiens above the rest of
the animal kingdom is our ability to learn from
the trials and errors of others through verbal
and written communication across continents,
learn from the failures and mistakes of people
we've never even met who lived thousands of
years ago or thousands of miles away. Well,
generations, and vast oceans of time. We can
you can learn from my fuckups right here and
now. In this class I will go over 10 of my
biggest mistakes as a Daddy, Dominant, and
Master and how you can avoid them.

The Inner Workings of a M/s
Relationship
Sir Leo and leathergem
We all bring diversity to the M/s dynamic but
the common goals are obedience,
expectations and communication. In this class,
we will uncover the meaning of building a
driven protocol dynamic that distinguishes
fantasy vs reality. How living 24/7 as M/s is not
impracticable but doable with diligence and
vision that can bring practical protocols and
rituals to the table that will fulfill us and build
our relationship up and not watered down.

The Journey from Ally to Advocate to
Warrior for Marginalized
Communities within Kink and Leather
DominaKat
Ask a member of any Marginalized Community 
to name an Ally, and their likely answer is a 
blank stare. Unfortunately, most who consider 
themselves Allies do not understand the 
fundamentals of Allyship. Kink and Leather 
Communities MUST do BETTER to support 
one another. This session offers a practical 
roadmap to assess you and/or your 
organization's current efforts and discover 
meaningful steps forward on the Journey from 
Ally to Advocate to Warrior.
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Knife Play: Stay Sharp & You'll have
Fun
AtxGentleDom
Knife play can straddle the line between
exciting and terrifying. For some, knives are a
wonderful sensation. For others, they can be a
terrifying component of fear play. Join
ATXGentleDom as he discusses and
demonstrates knife play from both
perspectives, as well as reviews safety
procedures just in case things go wrong. Note
for the squeamish: there will be no blood
drawn for this class. Unless the bottom
wiggles too much.

Leather as I See It
Master Kaddan Yue
This is my personal viewpoint of Leather
lifestyle and my personal journey through it.
From entering it as a young, black female, and
what attracted me to it. To the training and
things that were involved in my process. We
will look at the historical aspects of Leather
and how different events and eras have
affected and changed how Leather is looked at
and done in the current age. We will
summarize with my personal views on what
Leather is and the values and lessons it
involves.

Leather Families & Households
Master Taino
In this presentation, Master Taíno shares the
dynamic of his diverse household and the
issues unique to them, based on his own
personal journey. Issues discussed will include
the origins of a Leather Family, relationships
among the slave siblings, different gender and
sexual orientation, structure, protocols and
rituals. Based on his own experience, Master
Taíno will also address the evolution and
growth that our families experience as we also
grow and evolve. Active participation of
attendees is encouraged.

Leather Interior - Finding Your Place
in Leather by Looking Within
Beast and echo
Few folks answer the question “What is
Leather” the same way. Defining “Leather”
requires each individual to add meaning and
context. Most agree on the beginnings of this
subculture, but each of us brings our own
unique perspective to Leather. In this
discussion, Beast and echo unwind our
earliest exposure to Leather, how it impacted
our understanding, and how that reflection can
help us navigate a more authentic and fulfilling
path.

Let Me Dye for You
Daisy Blue
Have you ever wanted to change the color of
your favorite leather boots? Maybe that tan
purse has some discoloration and you want to
dye it black? This class will cover all things
dying; from stripping (how, with what and
where?), to selecting your dye, to protecting
your final project. And of course, safety first!
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Love Languages & Power Dynamics
Stephan and Sweet Wisteria
The love languages is a counsel theory of how
we communicate with romantic partners. Many
people use these principles in their
relationships, and the principles have been
extended beyond romantic relationships, to
work and social interactions. We will look at
these principles and apply them to
power/authority dynamic relationships to
enhance communication and interactions.

LSC: BLACK LEATHER: A History of
People of Color in Leather and BDSM
Sir Guy
When we hear of the histories of BDSM and
Leather, the conversations often go to the
early white gay male community or some
European houses, but the fact of the matter is,
just like American history, People of Color
have had a long and storied history in the
BDSM and Leather communities, not just as
participants but as leaders. This history is rich
and needs to be explored. Sir Guy will be your
tour guide as we take the first steps into
exploring various aspects of the histories of
People of Color in Leather and BDSM.

LSC: Catalyst-Tools forTransformation
Scarlet Delaney
This curriculum is designed around personal
growth. This class will provide you with the
necessary tools to aid in self-awareness
practices. Having a better understanding of
oneself elevates one's emotional intelligence
and keeps us grounded and focused. The
course will delve into simple methods and
techniques that you can keep at the center of
any relationship to heighten its success. The
better we know ourselves, the better we can
communicate our thoughts & desires to others.

LSC: Female M-Types of Color Lived
Experiences Panel
Lady D, Master Kaddan Yue,  Master Lola
Smiles, Ms DDom
Breaking the M-type barrier as a Woman
historically has had its challenges. Breaking it
as a Woman of Color even more so. Join these
four badass amazing Women as they share
their experiences of how they went around,
knocked out, or even beat down their hurdles
to LIVE THEIR TRUTH and how they now open
doors for those following their path.

LSC: Masters in Service
Master Taino
More often than not, we hear that Master/slave
relationships are about slaves serving their
Masters. But Masters are also in service. The
concept may sound strange to many, but
Master Taíno will explain the many ways in
which Masters are in service. Participation
from the attendees is encouraged.

LSC: The Master/slave Interracial
Dynamic
MsDDom & CreamDream
This interactive presentation focuses on race
and power exchange dynamics; when partners
are considered being involved in an “interracial
dynamic”. Does race clash or intersect within
authority-based dynamics? Do partners feel
ostracized in the community in these
dynamics? Is one partner “seen” more than
the other partner when involved in an
interracial dynamic? Are there inherent
challenges by participating in PE/AT dynamics
and maintaining one’s racial identity? Come
share in the discussion.
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Managing the Power Slave
Liza & Jody
Good slaves are rarely doormats. In fact, they
are usually pretty dominant, although not with
their Master/Mistress. (This may be equally
true about a good submissive.) In this class,
International Master and slave 2011, Liza and
her slave, Jody, will explore the joys and
challenges of owning a powerful
slave/submissive (or being a powerful
slave/submissive). We will discuss techniques
for attaining high performance and willing
obedience while encouraging creativity,
self-direction (in service of the
Master/Mistress), and bliss. Audience
participation is appreciated.

The Mana of Fetish
Master Skip
Harnessing the Mystical Power of Lust and
Obsession in BDSM - Many in our community
are unaware that the word “fetish” has its roots
in pagan spirituality. There is a mystical power
in our fetishes—they empower us, embolden
us and, at times, even enslave us…all while
turning us on! For those engaged in a
Master/slave relationship, understanding and
making mindful use of this power is doubly
important. Join Master Skip as he examines
the healthy role that fetish can play in D/s
relationships as well as the dangers that can
occur when our fetishes remain in the
shadows.

Maturing Slavery
slave Rick
Life Lessons from a Seasoned slave - Join
slave Rick, a licensed psychotherapist and a
collared slave for more than 23 years, for a
heartfelt sharing of some of the wisdom he has
gleaned as a result of his esoteric journey from
role to Soul. Many of his life lessons will no
doubt resonate with your own experience, so
come join the sacred circle and contribute to
the discussion.

Mentoring New Folx: Understanding
the Kinky Coming Out Process
Master Toni
The Kinky Coming Out presentation and
discussion is an application of queer identity
theory to the kink lifestyle. Toni will provide this
framework and its application to
understanding self to initiate a broader
conversation on varying identifications of the
selves we have come out as in our community.

Mastery of the Neurodivergent
Master Retro Bella
Neurotypical expectations and social norms
are rampant in basic power exchange
education. This is particularly challenging
when one is shifting from a kink life where play
spaces dictate rules to a 24/7 power exchange
dynamic and YOU are the one making the
rules. How does one communicate to a
potential slave how your mind works? Join me
as we explore alternative options for creating a
unique dynamic structure that supports both
Master and slave.
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Moments that Matter - Curating
Meaning and Magic
Beast and echo
Sometimes, everything comes together to 
create a perfect moment that shapes our life, 
providing direction and meaning. Instead of 
chasing those moments, imagine being able to 
intentionally create and craft these moments 
within your relationships, dynamics, and your 
Leather and kink experience. In this session, 
Beast and echo will share their approach to 
curating these moments and provide the tools 
necessary for you to take the lead in crafting 
moments that matter to you.

M/s on an Island
Master David and slave brynn
Sometimes Master/slave dynamics can feel 
isolating, especially when you come from an 
area without a large M/s community to support 
you. This can create significant challenges in 
navigating your greater community, finding 
support, and getting education. In this 
discussion we will talk about ways to combat 
that feeling of isolation and find the support 
you need. It is our hope that by coming 
together, these islands can feel just a bit 
bigger!

The 9 Service Languages of Authority
Transfer Relationships and Dynamics
DominaKat
The number of ways to Serve in an Authority
Transfer relationship or dynamic is infinite.
With so many examples & vague descriptions,
is it any wonder many find it difficult to create
a successful M/s-centered Service? For
novices & veterans alike, The 9 Service
Languages of Authority Transfer provides both
sides of the / with an easy to explore frame-
work to build, navigate, & even renegotiate
functional Service-Based engagements with
shared expectations and improved outcomes.

Negotiation and Seduction
Hardy Haberman
In the kink community we pride ourselves on
our communication skills, yet often negotiating
a scene becomes a cold businesslike
transaction. The idea that negotiation is really
foreplay can create a much richer experience
and move into the realm of seduction. Done
well, that negotiation is a dance of give and
take and a teasing conversation of what both
parties expect and more importantly desire.
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No-BS Generative Hypnosis in M/s
Dynamics
Señor Jaime
Let's drop the pretenses and fantasies about
mind control & discover what's really
happening when we utilize the innate sets of
phenomena capabilities that many call
"hypnosis" or "trance" in our enthusiastically
consensual hierarchical relationships. Part
introduction & myth-busting, part instructional,
this class is intended to open minds to the
possibilities available when we shine the
spotlight of attention where it's needed in our
relationships, namely deepening trust,
understanding, and connection.

Old Cover, New Cover = One Cover
Master “Daddy” Zulu
An exploration of the journey through facts and
myths of The Older Generation and The Next
Generation of Leatherfolk and how to merge
our differences for the common goal of
community unity.

Old Guard Protocols and Why You
Don’t Need Them
Hardy Haberman
Sacred cows make the best burgers. A frank
and honest discussion of what is being called
“Old Guard” protocols and the myths and
reality surrounding them. Provocative and
entertaining, this interactive program brings
years of experience and a grasp of the true
history of Gay Leather Culture into focus.

The Omega Sub
J Baby
For those submissives who find themselves in
Houses or Families where there are multiple
subs, it can be difficult to find your place.
Especially if you're not anywhere near an
"Alpha" whether because you're new, maybe
you need more help, or many reasons, you
might find yourself as an "omega". This is a
workshop to help find strength in that and find
your niche. Submission is not a one size fits all
box.

On the Edge of Consent
Sir Luke & His victor
Consensual non-consent is like riding a
rollercoaster; once the lap bar is lowered, we
have committed to staying along for the ride
until it’s over, even if we throw up, a screw
comes loose, or the car comes completely off
the track. Why would someone knowingly
engage in this level of risk? In consensual
nonconsent, we take the thrill of the ride,
harness its innate power, and incorporate it
into how we play, fuck, and live to create
encounters with reduced risk and elevated
accountability. Join us as we delve into an
intense, thought-provoking, and possibly
challenging topic that pulls back the layers of
what makes CNC fundamentally different from
rape or violated consent. We will explore the
deep physical and psychological satisfaction
that comes from engaging in CNC.
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Playing with the Senses
Neko & koneko
When we hear about sensation play, we think
of soft and fluffy toys running across the body
making the bottom tingle, wiggle, and moan.
That's not this class. Join us as we play with
the human senses in a way only a Sadist can
enjoy! Well, hopefully a masochist will have
some fun, too – right?

Pleasure Mapping
Tonya & Nick
When you think about touch, how did you
decide what feels good? Do you know how to
communicate those desires to someone else?
In this class, we will discuss ways you can
throw preconceived notions aside and identify
the types of touch you like, in both a sexual
and non-sexual context. This class will be
interactive. This class is open to all bodies and
identities including neurodiverse individuals.

Predicament, Needles Genital Torture
Little Bad Daddy & Just Angel
Being found in a predicament with a friend
alongside you results in strange places
depending on the sadistic curiosity of the top.
Discovering that delicious struggle of pain.
This class is not for the faint of heart.
Sometimes you want to just get bloody, and
other times you need play piercing taken up a
notch with subdermal genital play. The
sadomasochistic dance that unfolds can
reveal a playground with no limits.

Putting the Sex Back in SM
Hardy Haberman
How many times have you heard someone say
that “BDSM isn’t about sex? That’s because
they are doing it wrong. To miss the erotic
aspects of SM is to lose the full impact of the
experience. The class will discuss ways to
create a more erotic experience from SM play
and ways to enhance sexual aspects of the
scene. Additionally, the class will explore why
sex doesn’t have to be “Part A” into “Part B” to
be enjoyable! Not for the shy or easily
embarrassed.

Recovery, Sobriety, Power Exchange
Mita Beach & ServiceKitty
Our recovery journey and how it interlaces with
our power exchange.

Red Flags and Warning Signs of
dangerous behavior in BDSM
Domina Alluriah
Our community has been flooded with new
faces for the last decade. With the boost in
visibility in media, many new, curious players
are entering the world of BDSM and Power
Exchange. Do you know the red flags and
warning signs of a predator? Can you spot an
abuser taking advantage of a newbie? This
discussion will highlight those things and more
and educate on how to spot a potential wolf in
sheep's clothing.
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Second Skin Boot Doctor Salon:
Lackluster, No More
Little Bad Daddy and Just Angel
301+ advanced bootblacking covering
restoration and repair. Ready to help you solve
your bootblack ailments. We will cover some
ways of recoloring, including worn
garment-edges. Strategies of how to unfurl the
creasing-folds of improperly stored leather.
Techniques for resurfacing leather, abrading to
get a smooth shine with surgical precision will
be discussed. Need a consult figuring out how
to remove mold, burnish edges, rehabilitate
deep gouges, or patch suedes; come join us
at the Salon.

Service is Service
slave Sassy Nikki Nia
Service is Service is a core tenant of the
House of Nia, meaning any and everything that
is valuable to and pleasing to the one being
served IS service. It is not prescriptive of any 1
act or way of completing a task. It is all
encompassing. In this class we will explore
what service means, the purpose of service,
excellence of execution and spectacular
service.

Service: Giving and Receiving
Bri Burning
You must pour into yourself before you can
give to others. Service is a soul searching task
from both sides of the slash. In this class we
will discuss service from many perspectives,
how to accept service, and how to
communicate what all parties involved need.
There will be fiery stories displaying many
types of service. Come and see what service
can do for you.

Self-Care: You Come First
Bri Burning
Self-Care is not selfish, but rather an act of
love towards yourself. In this class we will be
discussing ways to recognize when, where,
and how you need self-care. Working on
yourself not only nourishes you, but it can feed
every aspect of your life. This
discussion-based class is for all whether you
are a top, bottom, switch, or somewhere
in-between.

Sharp & Pointy, O Yes!
Neko & koneko
Do you like to play with sharp, shiny, pointy
objects? Or maybe intrigued, but haven’t
picked one up yet? Join us as we play with all
kinds of objects meant to cut, puncture, and
make you bleed! We’re talking knives, swords,
needles, staples, and maybe a scalpel or two!
These are fun things to play with when you
know how. Come learn some of the *ahem* ins
and outs of this type of play!

Some Assembly Required
Q
Fucking with a cock can be hard. It can be
even harder when you’re trying to do it with a
cock that’s not factory installed. Wouldn’t it be
great to have some help figuring out how?!
Which cock should I choose? What are my
style and material choices when it comes to
harnesses? Which positions might work best?
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Workshops
So, What's with The Sash?
J Baby
Have you ever wondered what a leather title is, 
or what the contests are that you hear about?
What does it mean to be a titleholder? This 
class will be a summary of the Leather title 
system, from a run down of the major circuits, 
the rules, why they get broken, the fundraising, 
the sex, the double edged sword of 
entitlement & exploitation, & the reasons we 
do or don’t need them. This is an overview of 
the contest system with heaping helpings of 
opinion from a current international titleholder. 
As such this class is not endorsed by any title 
system, only the presenter.

So, you want to build a Dungeon?
Master Bill
Many people want to start a dungeon for their 
community. Most people are not capable of 
doing so. The skill set is diverse & the 
challenges have destroyed more than one 
person. Do you have what it takes? We will 
explore the legal, physical, & human challenges 
that you’ll face. We’ll look at what most people 
fail to consider as they start down the road to 
bringing a project like this to fruition.

Submission & Surrender
slave Sassy Nikki Nia
Exploring the different states and ways of
being for s-types. Discussing the definitions of
and various expressions of these buzzwords,
submission & surrender, along with other
related terms and concepts such as
obedience, compliance, service. How some
terms and ways of being for s-types are fluid
on one hand and the primary drivers on the
other hand.

The Spiritual Side of BDSM
Lady D
Transformation through this thing that we do.
Most of us entered into this lifestyle through
Hedonism. The things that we fantasized
about made us hot and wet and we couldn't
wait to try them. We indulged in activities that
for many led to mind-blowing kinky sex.
During our self-exploration journey, some of us
began to realize that there was more. Our
experiences surpassed just the physical and at
times reached into our very soul. This class
explores the spiritual aspect.

Taboo Twisted Talk
Kupkake
Those things that make you feel shocked or
squeamish but maybe turn you on.. you’re not
alone in those thoughts and desires. Let’s talk
about some topics that sometimes get
purposely overlooked or forgotten and
transform some of those ‘impossible to do’
fantasies into doable, safe, consensual
scenarios. This is an open discussion and a
safe place to speak freely, talk with one
another and learn. Please be respectful as
some topics are sensitive.
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Workshops
Therapeutic Pain at the Beginning
and End of the Rope
Señor Jaime
In addition to restraining, arousing, & provoking,
the inherently flexible nature of rope can aid in
manipulating the body in ways that create that
"good hurt" that has the potential to leave both
Top & bottom better off after tying and untying.
This hands-on class offers an introduction to
assessing the bottom and creating simple,
quick ties intended to challenge, connect,
excite, and heal. No prior rope experience
necessary, bring rope if you can.

Trauma Informed Anticipatory
Service
midnight mayhem
Service is a complex and sacred part of Power
Exchange Dynamics. When we are able to
serve with skill and tact that comes from
anticipation and observation, we can create
the most delicious feelings in our relationships.
However, as service providers it is easy to
burn ourselves out and needlessly suffer
emotionally when attempting to Do All The
Things. And when our self-worth comes into
play, things can get hairy and confusing.

Triggers and BDSM
Dr. V
Triggers can interrupt a fun scene that was
planned or a relationship/ dynamic. When
triggers happen, we can easily judge ourselves
or others as being "too sensitive" or
"overreacting" but there are more connecting,
compassionate, and ultimately, more useful
ways to manage the unwanted interruptions
we call triggers. This class will discuss
triggers, what can cause them, how we can
work with them and the challenges and
opportunities they present.

The Victorian Terror: An introduction
to Canes and Caning
AtxGentleDom
Canes have a deserved reputation as The
Victorian Terror Weapon. To those who have
never experienced a cane, they evoke a vision
of severe pain. However, with care and
patience, canes can be used in a loving and
sensuous way. ATXgentleDom will introduce
the audience to different types of canes,
caning styles, cane safety, & a live demo of
sensual and punishment caning.

Unfulfilling Play: Bratting from the
Top
Saint St. James
Have you ever been bratted? Been played or
goaded by your bottom? I have the answer:
Bratting FROM THE TOP. This not at all serious
class centers on how to play in a way your
bottom will never see coming. Saint teaches
and demonstrates techniques and toys that,
when used correctly, leave the bratty bottom
promising to be good. Leave your stresses
outside and remember that this class is
designed for fun and laughs.

Urethral Sounding, Yes, it’s for Any
Body!
Kupkake
Urethral stimulation and play are popular
among people who wish to expand their
sexual pleasure or to experience some unique
sensations. Although a predominantly male
assigned genitalia domain type of play,
urethral stimulation can be fun, and extremely
pleasurable for most individuals regardless of
gender or parts they may have. Medical safety,
preparation, do’s and don’ts, tips for beginners
and the effects during and after this type of
play is performed will be discussed.
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Workshops
Using Mediation Techniques to
Resolve Disputes in M/s Relationships
Liza & Jody
While the fantasy of the M/s dynamic is that
the Master commands, the slave obeys, and
the relationship has no conflict, the reality is
that we are all human and conflicts arise.
These conflicts can cause rifts in the relation-
ship or, in some cases, can even cause the
relationship to end. In this class we will explore
some useful techniques to resolve conflicts
while respecting the authority-based nature of
the M/s relationship. Participation encouraged.
Jody served as a mediator for the US District
Court for the Northern District of California for
several years & has mediated organizational &
individual disputes in the BDSM community.

When Crack Comes to Play
Master Cecil & Darcy
This class starts beyond the different types of
whips & basic throws to get into targeting, use
in play, safety, and adding an interchangeable
cracker to any whip. It concentrates on
techniques for short (3 foot signal) to long (6
and 8 foot bull) whips. Practice will be at the
end of the class for as long as time allows.

Whip Workshop: Experience Passion,
Joy, Fear and Healing
Daddy Crone Leenie
What comes to your being when you think
about whips? Is it Fear, Joy, Excitement, No
Fuckin way? In this workshop you will learn to
create more depth/connection and tap into
your passion. Whether a Top or bottom, Daddy
Crone Leenie, will guide those who wish to
throw the whip plus assisting bottom’s and
Top’s work through their resistance to
receiving the whip, creating an opportunity to
reshape negative experiences into an
opening/positive experience. Let’s Dance!

Who are you?
Sir Leo and leathergem
This workshop will discuss the importance of
accepting who you are, what you are, and
what you do is what brings the spiritual
awakening within ourselves, through guidance,
transformation, and evolving. Building a
foundation of who you are through strength
and power - the in's and out's of everyday life
and struggles. Building worthiness,
self-reliance, and being who you are meant to
be in all that you do.

Women in Leather: Shaping Our Own
Identity
Master Toni
Master Toni will share her chapter about
Women-Women M/s Relationships from her
book, Women in Leather: Shaping Our Own
Identity (interviews with Mistress Mir & Vi,
Master Khiki & jez, and her slave alicia) and
begin a discussion about how women might
"do M/s" similarly or differently than other
gender identities. Our conversation will
address all sexual and gender constructs as
they relate to M/s relationships.

Yes, I Have a Safeword, Too
Lady D
Exploring the limits and boundaries of a
Dominant! We always speak about maintaining
a submissive's limits and boundaries but what
about those of a Dominant? Are they
supposed to have limits and if so, what would
they be? Do you make those things known to
the submissive? What happens when a
Dominant's boundaries are violated? We will
investigate this from the D side of the slash.
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Roundtables
Boys: In Service and Heart
Hosted by Giant
What's in a name? How do boys differ than
other submissives? What kinds of boys are
there? What role to they serve? Find the
answers to these and more as the Lone Star
boys of Leather hold an open discussion on
their experiences of being a boy. Come and
share your own experiences as a boy or with
your boy. Open to boys, slaves, and other
subs. Dominants welcome but boys run the
show. Open to all who wish to share their
experiences as a boy, as a dominant to a boy,
or are just curious about boys and their role.

Gender Journeys & a Path of Change
Hosted by Andy
We are all walking different paths from birth to
death. I will share my personal story of gender
and discovery and would like to invite others
to do the same. Any and all who have
experienced a gender journey no matter what
their current identity are welcome to attend.

QTBIPOC in BDSM
Hosted by Mxster_Mita
A Round Table Discussion on Queer, Trans,
Black, Indigenous, and People of Color in the
BDSM Lifestyle. Anyone who Identifies as
Queer, Trans, Black, Indigenous, or a Person of
Color in the lifestyle is welcome to attend.

Self-Mastery: Recovery, Resiliency,
and Lessons Learned
Hosted by Master Toni Solenne
A circle of peers sharing personal challenges
and growth that has occurred during this 21st
century pandemic. What skill set have you
developed (are you developing) to create a
more positive and caring Kink/Leather
community? Kink/Leather Leaders and those
aspire to leadership positions are welcome to
attend.

Mental Health in BDSM
Hosted by Doctor Bubbles
It's an unspoken truth that a lot of people who
practice BDSM have mental health issues. It is
important to understand that BDSM is not
therapy... but a lot of elements in BDSM help
improve mental health. This roundtable is a
safe place to discuss how our mental health
affects how we approach and practice BDSM,
and how our experiences in BDSM have
assisted us in our journey in dealing with our
issues. Everyone who is willing to share their
struggles with mental health is welcome to
attend.

Trans & Gender-Diverse Negotiations
Hosted by Mxster_Mita
A Roundtable discussion on Relationship
Structure and Scene Negotiations for People
and Trans and Gender Diverse experience.
People of Trans & Gender Diverse Experience
are welcome to attend.

So, how do I balance the world on my
shoulders as I kneel perfectly?
Hosted by BunnyNichol Twist
Discussing the unrealistic expectations those
who serve place on ourselves. How to address
it within yourself, give yourself grace and
maintain a healthy balance. Hopefully
exchange ideas and methods of working
smarter vs harder. Anyone who puts service as
a priority is welcome to attend.
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Roundtables
Titleholding: Bumps & Swerves
Hosted by Bri Burning
Titleholding Bumps and Swerves discussion
will focus on the many different perspectives
on titleholding with the ups and downs on
one's own journey. If you are curious, have
held a title, or feel a bit grumpy about titles,
let’s discuss the nuances by coming together
to share and hold space. Plus, we welcome
storytime while getting into it! All interested are
welcome to attend this Round Table.

Femme Bootblacks - A Guided
Discussion
Hosted by Daisy Blue
Bootblacking within the Leather Community as
a femme presenting person can be a
challenge. We’ve heard the stories of
misogyny, transphobia and just down right
rudeness. This discussion hopes to provide
space to celebrate and talk about the unique
things in being a femme presenting or female
identified Bootblack. An anonymous question
box will be provided. All identities welcomed,
space will first be given to femme presenting
and/or female identified folks.

Leatherwomxn: Recognition, Impact,
Measures of Success
Hosted by Lady Catherine
We're going to explore leather culture and
consider what a modernized, culturally
conscious model might look like that fosters
benefit for all. Anyone who feels they have a
place in an inclusive womens/womxn
community welcome. Allies are also welcome,
but we will focus on the voices of women.

Women masters and those who serve
them
Hosted by Liza and her slave Jody
Do you sometimes feel as if the images you
see don’t feel like you?  Join Liza and her
slave, Jody (International Master and slave
2011 & 2021) as we celebrate the joys and
challenges faced by female Masters and their
slaves.

M/s for people considering or new to
an M/s dynamic
Hosted by Dr. V
A discussion of the M/s dynamic from several
experienced perspectives including things we
wished we knew and how to keep the dynamic
sustainable. Anyone who wants to learn more
about M/s, or who has been in an M/s
dynamic for under 5 years is welcome.

The Power of Words in the Lifestyle
hosted by nice_girl
Words and language are powerful and can be
even more so in the Lifestyle. We are going to
talk about the power of words in the lifestyle
including labels, titles, timing and tone of
words, who says those words, combining
words, speech restrictions, dirty talk, about
how you use language and how it’s used for
you, whether it’s tingling words in your ear or
phrases that make you know you've done
wrong. Anyone is invited to attend.
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Event Schedule
Thursday, March 23, 2023

12:00 PM - 10:00 PM Registration SPLF Office, Hotel Lobby
12:00 PM - 5:00 PM Bootblacks and Barbershop Hotel Lobby
12:00 PM - 12:00 AM SPLF Living Room Bar area
2:00 PM - 4:00 PM MAsT International Annual General Meeting Longhorn 1 and 2

4:00 PM - 5:30 PM
Cruise - FemDom Collaborative - Run the
World!

The Big Room

5:00 PM - 7:00 PM Cruise - GWNN Austin Down and Dirty Hotel Bar
6:00 PM - 6:45 PM SPLF 101 SPLF Living Rm (talk & tour)

6:00 PM - 7:00 PM Recovery in the Lifestyle Meeting Pecan Room
6:00 PM - 10:00 PM SPLF Concierge Desk hosted by MAsT: Dallas Hotel Lobby
6:00 PM - 10:00 PM Artist, Author, Activist Table Hotel Lobby
7:00 PM - 8:30 PM Opening Ceremonies Texas Ballroom
7:00 PM - 10:00 PM SPLF Alano Club - Sober Social Space Pecan Room

9:00 PM - 10:30 PM
Hospitality Party - Welcome to SPLF hosted
by NLA Dallas

Hospitality Suite 17th Floor

9:00 PM - 11:00 PM Jumpoff Dance Party with DJ “Daddy” Zulu! Texas Ballroom

Friday, March 24, 2023
6:00 AM - 2:00 AM Quiet Space Room 305
6:30 AM - 9:00 AM South Plains Coffee House Hospitality Suite 17th Floor

7:00 AM - 8:00 AM
Morning Blessing and Smudging with House
of Iron

Outdoor Lounge

7:30 AM - 8:30 AM
Morning Yoga & Meditation with Realistic
Expectations

Room 305

8:00 AM - 9:00 PM Registration SPLF Office, Hotel Lobby
8:00 AM - 2:00 AM SPLF Living Room Bar area

8:30 AM - 6:00 PM
Crossroads Annex of the Carter Johnson
Library and Collection

The Big Room

9:00 AM - 2:00 AM
LSC@SPLF - BIPOC Centered Education
and Social Programming

Longhorn1, Longhorn2

9:00 AM - 10:30 AM Education
Longhorn1-4, Mockingbird,
Blue Bonnet, Cactus, Pecan

10:00 AM - 10:45 AM SPLF 101 SPLF Living Room (talk & tour)

10:00 AM - 11:30 AM
Hospitality Party - Mimosa Time hosted by
Leather Heart Clan

Hospitality Suite 17th Floor

10:00 AM - 5:00 PM Silent Auction SPLF Living Room
10:00 AM - 4:00 PM Bootblacks and Barber Shop Hotel Lobby

10:00 AM - 6:00 PM SPLFConciergeDesk hostedbyMAsT: Dallas Hotel Lobby

10:00 AM - 6:00 PM Artist, Author, Activist Table Hotel Lobby

10:00 AM - 6:00 PM Vending Texas Ballroom Hallway
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Event Schedule
Friday, March 24, 2023

10:45 AM - 12:15 PM Education
Longhorn1-4, Mockingbird,
Blue Bonnet, Cactus, Pecan

12:30 PM - 2:00 PM
Hospitality Party - Rising from the Ashes
hosted by the International Person of
Leather Contest

Hospitality Suite 17th Floor

2:15 PM - 3:45 PM Education
Longhorn1-4, Mockingbird,
Blue Bonnet, Cactus, Pecan

3:00 PM - 4:30 PM
Hospitality Party - Come Raise Your Glass
hosted by Leather History Preservation
Weekend

Hospitality Suite 17th Floor

4:00 PM - 5:30 PM Education
Longhorn1-4, Mockingbird,
Blue Bonnet, Cactus, Pecan

4:00 PM - 5:30 PM
Cruise - San Francisco Queer Leather Happy
Hour Mixer

Hotel Bar

5:30 PM - 7:00 PM
Hospitality Party - It's Raining Men:
Drummer Cocktail Party hosted by Sir David
Labriola

Hospitality Suite 17th Floor

5:30 PM - 7:00 PM
Cruise - Black Femme Dommes Atlanta -
Singles Social

The Big Room

5:30 PM - 7:00 PM Cruise - SPLF newcomers/TNG Hotel Bar
6:00 PM - 7:00 PM Recovery in the Lifestyle Meeting Pecan Room
6:30 PM - 7:00 PM Doors Open: Debauchery - Dinner & Show Texas Ballroom
7:00 PM - 9:30 PM Debauchery - Dinner and Show Texas Ballroom
7:00 PM - 10:00 PM SPLF Alano Club - Sober Social Space Pecan Room

9:00 PM - 2:00 AM Play Parties
Longhorn1-4, Mockingbird,
Blue Bonnet, Rooms 309 &
318

9:30 PM - 11:30 PM
Cigar Social hosted by
the Underground Cigar Social

Cigar Lounge

10:00 PM - 11:30 PM
Hospitality Party - Wild One Biker Party
hosted by Women of Drummer

Hospitality Suite 17th Floor

Saturday, March 25, 2023
6:00 AM - 2:00 AM Quiet Space Room 305
6:30 AM - 9:00 AM South Plains Coffee House Hospitality Suite 17th Floor

7:00 AM - 8:00 AM
Morning Blessing and Smudging
with House of Iron

Outdoor Lounge
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Event Schedule
Saturday, March 25, 2023

7:30 AM - 8:30 AM
Morning Yoga & Meditation
with Realistic Expectations

Room 305

8:00 AM - 6:00 PM Registration SPLF Office, Hotel Lobby
8:00 AM - 2:00 AM SPLF Living Room Bar area

8:30 AM - 6:30 PM
Crossroads Annex of the Carter Johnson
Library and Collection

The Big Room

9:00 AM - 10:30 AM Legend's Breakfast - Ticket Required 1516

9:00 AM - 10:30 AM Education
Longhorn1-4, Mockingbird,
Blue Bonnet, Cactus, Pecan

9:00 AM - 12:15 PM IM/s Interviews Mockingbird

10:00 AM - 10:45 AM SPLF 101
Meet in the SPLF Living
Room (talk and tour)

10:00 AM - 11:30 AM
Hospitality Party - Mimosas and Pearls
Brunch hosted by Onyx Pearls Lustre
Southwest

Hospitality Suite 17th Floor

10:00 AM - 4:00 PM Silent Auction SPLF Living Room
10:00 AM - 4:00 PM Bootblacks and Barbershop Hotel Lobby
10:00 AM - 6:00 PM SPLFConciergeDesk hostedbyMAsT: Dallas Hotel Lobby
10:00 AM - 6:00 PM Artist, Author, Activist Table Hotel Lobby
10:00 AM - 6:00 PM Vending Texas Ballroom Hallway

10:45 AM - 12:15 PM Education
Longhorn1-4, Mockingbird,
Blue Bonnet, Cactus, Pecan

12:15 PM - 12:30 PM Doors Open - Hot Seat Café SPLF Luncheon Texas Ballroom
12:30 PM - 2:00 PM Hot Seat Café SPLF Luncheon Texas Ballroom
2:00 PM - 3:30 PM Cruise - Adopt a Stuffie The Big Room

2:30 PM - 4:00 PM
Hospitality Party - Ice Cream, You Scream
hosted by AJ

Hospitality Suite 17th Floor

2:30 PM - 4:00 PM Education
Longhorn1-4, Mockingbird,
Blue Bonnet, Cactus, Pecan

2:30 PM - 5:45 PM IM/s Presentations Mockingbird
3:00 PM - 4:30 PM Cruise - House of Kush - Coming Out! Hotel Bar
4:00 PM - 5:00 PM slave Circle with Mama Vi The Big Room

4:15 PM - 5:45 PM Education
Longhorn1-4, Mockingbird,
Blue Bonnet, Cactus, Pecan

4:30 PM - 5:30 PM
Cruise - Ms. World Bear 2022 - And Bears!
Oh My!

Hotel Bar

5:00 PM - 6:30 PM
Hospitality Party LSC TOGETHER Fiesta de
Cuero hosted by the Leather Solidarity
Collective

Hospitality Suite 17th Floor

5:30 PM - 7:00 PM Cruise - Paragon Cooperative Club Hotel Bar
5:30 PM - 8:00 PM Cigar Social hosted by LHC Austin Cigar Lounge
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Event Schedule
Saturday, March 25, 2023

5:30 PM - 8:00 PM
Get Your Professional Photo Taken!
Photography Fundraiser

Texas Ballroom Hallway

6:00 PM - 7:00 PM Recovery in the Lifestyle Meeting Pecan Room
7:00 PM - 10:00 PM SPLF Alano Club - Sober Social Space Pecan Room

7:30 PM - 8:00 PM
Doors Open - International Master slave
Contest

Texas Ballroom

8:00 PM - 10:30 PM International Master slave Contest Texas Ballroom

9:00 PM - 2:00 AM Play Parties
Longhorn1-4, Mockingbird,
Blue Bonnet, Rooms 309 &
318

10:30 PM - 12:00 AM
Hospitality Party - Celebrating International
Master and slave 2023 hosted by
MAsT: International

Hospitality Suite 17th Floor

Sunday, March 26, 2023
6:00 AM - 10:00 AM Quiet Space Room 305

7:00 AM - 8:00 AM
Morning Blessing and Smudging with
House of Iron

Outdoor Lounge

7:30 AM - 8:30 AM
Morning Yoga & Meditation with Realistic
Expectations

Room 305

7:30 AM - 9:00 AM South Plains Coffee House Hospitality Suite 17th Floor
8:00 AM - 12:00 PM Registration SPLF Office, Hotel Lobby
8:00 AM - 6:00 PM SPLF Living Room Bar area

8:30 AM - 12:00 PM
Crossroads Annex of the Carter Johnson
Library and Collection

The Big Room

9:00 AM - 10:30 AM Education
Longhorn1-4, Mockingbird,
Blue Bonnet, Cactus, Pecan

9:45 AM - 10:00 AM
Doors Open - SPLF Keynote Brunch with
Mollena Williams-Haas

Texas Ballroom

10:00 AM - 12:00 PM
SPLF Keynote Brunch with Mollena
Williams-Haas

Texas Ballroom

10:00 AM - 12:00 PM Bootblacks and Barbershop Hotel Lobby Area
10:00 AM - 1:00 PM Silent Auction SPLF Living Room
10:00 AM - 2:00 PM SPLFConciergeDesk hostedbyMAsT:Dallas Hotel Lobby
10:00 AM - 2:00 PM Artist, Author, Activist Table Hotel Lobby
10:00 AM - 3:00 PM Vending Texas Ballroom Hallway

12:30 PM - 2:00 PM
Hospitality Party - Playfaire hosted by the
DFW Sisters of Perpetual Indulgence

Hospitality Suite 17th Floor

12:30 PM - 2:00 PM Education
Longhorn1-4, Mockingbird,
Blue Bonnet, Cactus, Pecan
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Event Schedule
Sunday, March 26, 2023

1:00 PM - 2:00 PM Silent Auction Pickup / Checkout SPLF Living Room

2:15 PM - 3:45 PM Education
Longhorn1-4, Mockingbird,
Blue Bonnet, Cactus, Pecan

3:00 PM - 4:30 PM
Hospitality Party - Smacks and Snacks
hosted by the Discipline Corps

Hospitality Suite 17th Floor

3:00 PM - 4:30 PM Bootblack Party Outdoor Lounge

4:00 PM - 5:30 PM Education
Longhorn1-4, Mockingbird,
Blue Bonnet, Cactus, Pecan

5:30 PM - 7:00 PM
Hospitality Party - Wind Down Party hosted
by MAsT: Dallas

Hospitality Suite 17th Floor
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South Plains Leatherfest Play Space Rules
Play Party attendees may not have cameras, tape recorders, or recording or transmitting instruments
of any kind at the Play Parties. Do not bring cell phones with you into the play space.  If you wish to
use your cell phone please do so outside of the play space.

No illegal activities. Do not engage in any illegal activities anywhere on the hotel premises. No
exchange of money for sessions. No drugs, inhalants, or other intoxicants are allowed. No alcohol is
allowed in the play space. If approached for these purposes, report this immediately to a play space
Monitor (DM). If the Senior DM deems that a person is under the influence of drugs or alcohol while
in the play area, they will be removed from the premises and NOT allowed to return. No refunds shall
be given.

No wax play, liquid latex play, open flame branding, cell popping, medical branding, or fire play
allowed.

No breath control, suffocation or strangulation play of any type, including but not limited to choke
holds, sleeper holds, re-breathing apparatus, hoods that interfere with breathing, plastic bags, or
other play which restricts the flow of oxygen or blood is allowed.

No guns or firearms allowed, whether real or facsimiles.

Never touch someone else, their toys, props or property without asking and receiving permission.
Remember that NO means NO.

Keep conversation very quiet in the play area.

The decisions of the play space Monitors (DMs) are FINAL. Any person(s) not responding to a DM's
instructions shall be removed from the premises and NOT allowed to return. No refunds shall be
given.

All play must be Safe, Sane & Consensual. When in doubt, ask a play space Monitor (DM) before you
begin your scene. The "house safeword" for this event is "RED."  Please use this safewords if
outside assistance is required. In an emergency these words are our version of calling for help.

Please do not bring nor attempt to use your own crosses, benches, tables or other major play station
equipment. Only SPLF equipment may be used.

Blood Play (including needle play): The play space floor is carpeted. Please bring your own tarps,
blankets or other coverings to ensure that the carpet stays free of blood. Please bring techni-care,
betadine or other anti-infective, as well as band-aids or gauze as required. Any blood play scene that
does not include sufficient protective coverings will be stopped immediately.

SPLF HIGHLY recommends the use of barrier protection when engaging in intercourse, fingering or
having oral/genital sex. All sexual activities must be contained within your play station (this includes
protecting equipment from contamination).

No food or drink (except water) is allowed at the Play Parties.

Protect the play surfaces during your play. CLEAN UP the area thoroughly afterwards.

No glitter or confetti is permitted at the Play Parties.

Do not sit on the play equipment or in the play stations, unless you are playing. Do not move chairs,
tables, or other furniture/equipment. Do not congregate or socialize at play stations unless you are
involved in a scene in progress.
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Attendee Conduct Agreement
SPLF Family - while we are grateful to have been able to buy out the hotel and
have the entire space just for our family, please remember that the hotel staff
has not consented to see your parts or your play!  Street legal rules in all hotel
spaces except the actual Play Party spaces still apply!
Even though SPLF has reserved the entire hotel for attendees, you must still dress in a manner that is PG
rated or more conservative when in ANY public area - this includes but is not limited to the lobby, the bar, the
restaurant, and hallways.

You must wear street legal attire that covers the buttocks, breasts and genitals.  Please be respectful of the
hotel employees.   If your attire is revealing, please be sure to wear a cover-up in any area of the hotel in
which you may encounter hotel employees. The hotel staff has consented to only see street legal PG attire.

Do not walk around in the public areas of the hotel with toys hanging from your belt, clothing or anywhere
visible on your person. Use a toy bag.  The hotel staff has not consented to see your toys.

When in public areas of the hotel, please use good judgment and be discreet when conversing about BDSM
activities in front of hotel staff.  Absolutely no BDSM play may take place in the public areas of the
hotel.  Save it for the privacy of your hotel room, or the play space.  The hotel staff has not consented to see
BDSM activities.

Unless this is about an issue in your personal hotel
room, please contact the SPLF Staff before you
contact the hotel staff if you have any issues
requiring attention.

If at ANY time you are asked to stop ANY activity
by ANY person, please stop immediately. Once you
have stopped doing whatever it was you were
doing, then you can have a conversation about
what the issue is.

Practice common sense and common courtesy
towards all people at all times, including the hotel
staff and other guests. Be kind to each other,
remember that you are representing our
community.  Avoid exposing anyone to
non-consensual kink.

Some members of our community are highly
affected by scented products. Please eliminate or
reduce the use of scented personal care products
at SPLF as much as you are able.

Violation of these rules will result in the attendee
being removed from the premises and NOT
allowed to return with no refunds given.
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Vendors
Location: Texas Ballroom Hallways (all three sides)
Schedule: Friday 10:00 am - 6:00 pm | Saturday 10:00 am - 6:00 pm | Sunday 10:00 am - 3:00 pm

2V1 Dark Works
https://www.facebook.com/2V1darkworks/

Asylum Leathers
https://www.asylumleathers.com/

Barking Leather LLC
https://www.barkingleather.com/

Blue Diamond Trading Co.
https://bluediamondtradingco.com

Dulcis Doloris

Kink.Works
https://www.etsy.com/shop/KinkWorksRx

KnottieKittie Rope
https://www.knottiekittie.com

Compassrose Creations, LLC
https://www.etsy.com/shop/MissRosePaddles

Pan's Haven Candles & More
https://www.etsy.com/shop/PansHaven

Dorie's Designs, LLC
https://doriesdesigns.net/

PenguinAfterDark
https://www.penguinafterdark.com/

Regal Leathers

Steel Bones Corsetry
https://steelbones.com/

The Dungeon Store
https://thedungeonstore.com/

The Kink Shop
https://thekinkshop.com/

Vark & Co LLC
https://varkandco.com/
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Hospitality Parties
Thursday

9:00 pm - 10:30 pm NLA-Dallas - Welcome to SPLF!

Friday

10:00 am - 11:30 am Leather Heart Clan - Rise & Shine Time

12:30 pm - 2:00 pm
Person of Leather Contest - Rising from the Ashes -
Shine On!

3:00 pm - 4:30 pm
Leather History Preservation Weekend - Come
Celebrate the Loud Nitty Gritty Dirty Little Freaks of
Leather

5:30 pm - 7:00 pm
Drummer - It's Raining Men - Drummer Party

(all welcome)

10:00 pm - 11:30 pm Women of Drummer - Wild One Biker Party

Saturday

10:00 am - 11:30 am Onyx Pearls Lustre Southwest - Pearls Brunch

2:30 pm - 4:00 pm Trans, Enby, and Allies - Ice Cream, You Scream

5:00 pm - 6:30 pm Leather Solidarity Collective - Fiesta de Cuero

10:30 pm - midnight MAsT International - IMs Winner's Celebration

Sunday

12:30 pm - 2:00 pm DFW Sisters of Perpetual Indulgence - PLAYFAIRE

3:00 pm - 4:30 pm Discipline Corps - Smacks & Snacks

5:30 pm - 7:00 pm MAsT: Dallas - Tacos & Vaya con Queso
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Cruises
Time / Location Host Who Is Welcome

Thursday

4:00 PM - 5:30 PM
The Big Room

FemDom
Collaborative
Run the World!

This cruise is a collaboration between MsDDom,
MrLadyBug, and Domina Autua as a call to the
Women who identify as Master, Mistress,
Domina, Dominant, Owner and the like on the
Left-side of the slash and all those that
appreciate, are interested in, or who want to
cordially meet and greet Her/Them. While
FemDom-centered, this cruise serves to promote
positive interactions among all FemDoms & all
s-types. Drop in; you’re invited!

5:00 PM - 7:00 PM
The Hotel Bar

GWNN Austin Down
& Dirty Cruise

Everyone!

Friday

4:00 PM - 5:30 PM
The Hotel Bar

SF QLHH Mixer Calling all Queers!

5:30 PM - 7:00 PM
The Big Room

Single’s Social
Singles Social hosted by Black
FemDoms-Atlanta; all singles of SPLF are invited!

5:30 PM - 7:00 PM
The Hotel Bar

Kira - SPLF
Newcomer and
TNG Welcome

SPLF welcomes all first timers attending as well
as TNG - The Next Generation. Come mingle and
meet SPLF Staff member Kira, the SPLF
Newcomer and TNG Liaison.

Saturday

2:00 PM - 3:30 PM
The Big Room

Adopt a Stuffie
Everyone is welcome! Bring a stuffie or 3 to
exchange & adopt. Any unhoused stuffies will be
donated to a local children’s crisis center.

3:00 PM - 4:30 PM
The Hotel Bar

House of Kush
Coming Out Cruise!

E/everyone

4:30 PM - 5:30 PM
The Hotel Bar

Ms. World Bear 2022
and Bears! Oh, My!

Bears, bear chasers, bear admirers, husbears,
lady bears, glitter bears oh my.

5:30 PM - 7:00 PM
The Hotel Bar

Paragon Cooperative
Club

Welcome: Everyone
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Commitment to Accessibility
Here at South Plains, we believe accessibility matters.

Accessible Spaces
South Plains Leatherfest is committed to
ensuring that all attendees can navigate the
event with success, ease and comfort.

Scooter Rental
Sun Mobility Rentals  Phone: 469-228-4953

ASL Interpreters
South Plains is working diligently to provide
American Sign Language (ASL) interpreters in
a way that allows both access to & flexibility
with interpreters throughout the weekend.

Hybrid Education
We understand that not everyone can
financially arrange to be here or is physically
ready to travel or be in a space with so many
people. We've got you covered. South Plains
will provide two educational tracks that will be
taught in a hybrid style; offered both in-person
& streamed via Zoom (only presenters will be
on camera). You can attend South Plains from
your living room in your best "waist up" outfit!

Gender Neutral Bathrooms
The following locations will provide Gender
Neutral Bathrooms for SPLF Attendees:
- Texas Ballroom Hallway (near vending)
- 2nd Floor (near classrooms)
- Quiet Room (#305)
- Hospitality Suite (17th floor)

Meditation & Yoga
hosted by Realistic Expectations

Meditation & Yoga hosted by Realistic
Expectations, Room #305
Friday, Saturday, Sunday | 7:30 AM - 8:30 AM

Support
To help create a safe space and offer
emotional support during the weekend, SPLF
in collaboration with our Sponsor Realistic
Expectations, will provide on-call Queer Kink
Aware Therapists all weekend. The contact
information and schedule will be posted in the
Quiet Room, #305 (realisticexpectations.net).

Morning Centering
Morning Blessing and Smudging hosted by
House of Iron
Friday, Saturday, Sunday
7:00 AM - 8:00 AM, Outdoor Lounge

Quiet Spaces
The hotel has many options of spaces to
socialize, but we've specifically added a space
for quiet time/aftercare with minimal
stimulation in room 305. This space is
available 24/7 all weekend long and has been
provided with comfort items from Bound by
Desire (boundbydesire.org).

Recovery Support
Location: Pecan Boardroom
SPLF Alano Club is a place for recovery
meetings and a clean and sober social area for
people in recovery and those who support us.
Schedule: Thursday, Friday, and Saturday
6:00 pm Recovery in the Lifestyle Meeting
7:00 pm - 10:00 pm Open Social Time
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Sponsors
Heart of South Plains Sponsors

A Touch of Leather

GWNN
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Sponsors
Leather Sponsors

Leather Solidarity Collective
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Sponsors
Leather Sponsors

The Index

Levi Sponsors

Texas Conference of Clubs
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Sponsors
Levi Sponsors

Community Sponsors

Exchange Sponsors

Welcome Home
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